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Abstract
The overarching goal of this analysis, and the many like it, is to develop our under-
standing of the strong force interactions within the nucleon by examining the nature of
their excitation spectra. As the resonances of these spectra have very short lifetimes
(τ = 1× 10−23 s) and often have very similar masses, it is often impossible to directly
observe them. Polarization observables allow us to study the resonances by looking at
how they affect the spin state of final state particles. The beam asymmetry is a polar-
ization observable that allows us to detect the sensitivity of these resonances, and other
transition mechanisms, to the electric vector orientation of incident photons.
Presented in this thesis are first measurements of the beam asymmetries in the
resonant region for the reaction channel γp → ppi+pi− focusing on the intermediate
mesonic states ρ0 and f 0. The analysis used data from the g8b experiment undertaken
at the Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility (JLab), the first experiment at
JLab to use a linearly polarized photon beam. Using the coherent Bremsstrahlung
facility and the CLAS detector of Hall B at JLab allowed for many multi-channel
reactions to be detected and the first measurements of many polarization observables,
including those presented here, to be determined.
A brief overview of the theoretical framework used to undertake this analysis is
given, followed by a description of the experimental details of the facilities used, then
a description of the calibration of the Bremsstrahlung tagging facility which the author
undertook, and finally the analysis and the resulting measurements are presented.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Beam asymmetry measurements were made for the reaction channel γp→ ppi+pi−. It
forms part of a wider effort to characterise the spectra of hadrons in order to aid our
understanding of the strong force interactions within the nucleon and other hadrons.
In this chapter a brief overview of the historical developments pertinent to our analysis
is described. This is followed by a discussion on the theoretical framework used. The
subsequent chapters deal with previous measurements, experimental details, and the
analysis itself.
1.1 The Nucleon and Other Hadrons
Almost a century ago, the proton was discovered [1]. About a decade later, the neutron
was unearthed [2]. It was postulated that due to their similar characteristics they were
in fact the same particle but in a different state: the nucleon. This led to the intro-
duction of isospin, a quantum number associated with the strong force. It accounted
for particles which have different charge states but are affected equally by the strong
force [3][4].
As the number of discovered particles expanded so too did the number of quantum
numbers needed to describe the many facets of the strong force. The baryon number, B,
was introduced to tie together the many new particles to the proton, describing it as the
1
stable base to which the other similar particles would decay [5]. It also distinguished
mesons from baryons, the former having B=0 and the latter having B=1. And then
strangeness, S, was introduced to account for the longer lifetime of some of these new
particles [6][7].
In order to bring some order to this large collection of particles, the Eightfold Way
was developed. Particles with similar traits were collected together, namely particles
with the same spin and parity. They were plotted with varying degrees of hypercharge,
Y, for the different rows, and from negative charge to positive charge on each row. For
the multiplets shown here, Y=B+S. The two different multiplets shown in figure 1.1
are first the baryon octet where JP = 1
2
+ (where J is spin and P is parity) and second
is the baryon decuplet where JP = 3
2
+ [8][9].
(a) The baryon octet where JP = 12
+. Charge
increases from left to right, and hypercharge
increases from the bottom to the top row.
(b) The baryon decuplet where JP = 32
+.
Charge increases from left to right, and hy-
percharge increases from the bottom to the
top row.
Figure 1.1: Multiplets of similar baryons [10].
This then led to SU(3) formalism being used to describe the hadrons and the intro-
duction of quarks and three quark flavours, which are now referred to as up, down, and
strange quarks [11][12].
This did not quite cover the whole picture. As quarks are fermions, the ∆++ and
Ω− baryons would break Pauli’s Exclusion Principle; the ∆++ baryon possessed three
up quarks and all spin aligned, and the Ω− baryon three strange quarks and all spin
aligned [13][14]. Yet another SU(3) gauge degree of freedom was proposed; this de-
2
gree of freedom was described using colour [15]. The gauge boson binding the differ-
ent colour charges was called the gluon [16]. And so a simple model of the processes
inside the nucleon was deduced by highlighting symmetries between certain particles.
The up and down quarks were then experimentally verified a few years later at the
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC). This also indirectly verified the strange
quark [17][18]. Further quarks were theorised; the charm, bottom, and top quarks [19][20].
In the seventies, the charm and bottom quarks were experimentally confirmed [21][22][23].
However, it was only twenty years ago when the top quark was verified [24].
1.2 Quantum Chromodynamics
The actual structure of the nucleon is much more complicated than simply three quarks,
which give it its quantum numbers, and gluons binding them together. The quantum
numbers of a hadron do come from the so-called valence quarks, except for its mass
and for its spin. In fact, inside the nucleon there are sea quarks, quark-antiquark pairs,
and gluonic interactions. The valence quarks only account for ∼1% of the mass of
the nucleon, the rest is from the sea quarks and gluonic interactions [25]. The theory
widely accepted to describe these strong interactions is Quantum Chromodynamics
(QCD). Two peculiar features of this theory are worth mentioning here. First is con-
finement which states that quarks cannot be observed outside of a hadron and so colour
charge must be balanced. The second is the asympotic freedom of the strong force; the
further particles subject to the force are separated, the stronger the force gets. Con-
versely, the higher the energy, the weaker the coupling constant [26]. This is shown in
figure 1.2.
3
Figure 1.2: The yellow band shows QCD calculations of the coupling constant as
a function of energy. Shown alongside this prediction are experimental measure-
ments [27].
1.3 Hadron Spectroscopy
It is the aim of this thesis to help garner information on the nature of the processes
within the nucleon. Like any composite system this can been done by studying its
excitation spectrum [28]. However, the region where resonances exist happen to be
at low energies, ∼1-2 GeV, and so the coupling constant is high. This means that
perturbation calculations cannot be done. Recent advances in lattice QCD, where a
discrete space-time is formed across a lattice in order to make calculations tractable,
have allowed for some theoretical predictions to be calculated [29]. But it is very much
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in its infancy and so we must still look to other models to help describe this region of
interest.
1.4 Quark Models
The simplest form of the quark model is that which is described above with the majority
of the hadron’s characteristics being derived from its valance quarks. This is called the
constituent quark model. There is presumed to be a symmetric degree of freedom with
regards to all three quarks. The spectrum is therefore attained by solving the wave
equation for three particles in a potential [30]. A major problem is that the constituent
quark model predicts many more resonances than have been observed [31].
It is has been suggested that the degrees of freedom should be less than the case
where all three valence quarks can be excited. This so-called diquark model, where two
of the quarks form a much stronger bound and therefore are excited much less often,
predicts many fewer resonances [32]. But it still predicts some undetected resonances
and does not predict some resonances with experimental evidence suggesting their
existence.
Not only are there disparities between which resonances are predicted by these
models and the resonances observed experimentally, there are also disparities between
their predicted masses and their measured masses. Predictions from the models de-
scribed here are shown in figure 1.3.
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Figure 1.3: Table shows measured masses of resonances and the corresponding model
predictions. Column 4 shows the predicted states and their masses for the constituent
model referenced above, likewise column 5 displays the same information for the di-
quark model, column 6 the relativistic model, and finally column 7 shows the informa-
tion for the lattice calculations [30].
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1.5 Photoproduced Proton Spectra
Figure 1.4: Plot shows the total cross section of γp → N∗. Certain well-established
resonances are shown beneath [33][34]. It is clear that some of these could not be
extracted from the spectrum [35].
Observing a resonance directly is not possible due to their very short lifetimes (∼
10−23s). This also results in peaks in the spectra which are very wide. On its own this
would not prove a problem, but as was described above, there are many predicted reso-
nances and they have very similar masses. This results in spectra which are impossible
to disentangle just by studying them directly. Figure 1.4 shows this for the total cross
section of protons excited using a photon probe.
Therefore, we need something else to help establish which resonances exist and
which do not. One tool is to measure polarization observables associated with the
excitation of the nucleon and the corresponding produced mesons. The polarization
observables are also referred as spin observables, which gives a clearer indication as to
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what they are. They are variables which describe the effect that the transition mecha-
nisms have on the particles produced via photoproduction. Hence, they are sensitive to
which resonances exist and which do not. However, individual measurements cannot
establish the existence of a resonance. They need to be used in conjunction with model
predictions and also need to be combined in a meaningful way to try to disentangle all
the potential resonances and also the non-resonant transition mechanism.
This is done using Partial Wave Analysis (PWA); different contributions are sep-
arated by analysing angular momentum and separating out different wave types, e.g.
separating P waves from D waves. There are a number of groups who work solely on
PWA; the Scattering Analysis Interactive Dial-in (SAID) group, Mainz Unitary Iso-
bar Model (MAID), the Giessen group, and the Bonn-Gatchina group are the most
important contributors with the latter two being particular important due to their multi-
particle final state analyses [36][37][38][39].
The aim of this experiment is to measure one of the polarization observables for
the reaction channel γp→ pi+pi−p and more specifically via γp→ ρ0p and γp→ f 0p.
The observable which will be measured is the beam asymmetry. This measures the
reaction mechanism’s sensitivity to the orientation of the electric vector of the incident
photon beam and can help highlight which processes are occurring. This analysis
is part of a wider program at the Jefferson Laboratory Facility (JLab) called the N∗
Program. An overview of the results to date and the ongoing experiments can be read
in [40] and [41].
The following chapter will describe the formalism and theory pertinent to the anal-
ysis undertaken for this thesis, describing in more detail how these polarization ob-
servables relate to the transition mechanisms and discussing how to measure these
observables.
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Chapter 2
Two Pion Photoproduction
The majority of meson photoproduction analyses have been focused on single pion
production. In the lower end of the resonant region, <1.7 GeV centre-of-mass, single
pion production is the main reaction channel. However, at greater energies two pion
production becomes the principal reaction channel; it is this region that has the most
ambiguity [42]. It is also important to study two pion photoproduction because the-
oretical calculations suggest that the missing resonances have a higher probability of
coupling with two pion photoproduction than single pion production [43][31][44].
Some two pion production has been studied previously but it was mostly performed
using a pion beam (piN → pipiN ) [45]. A small amount of photoproduced double
pion experiments were performed in the sixties and the seventies but mainly above
the resonant region [46][47]. Recently, more two pion photoproduction analyses have
been undertaken focusing on the resonant region [35][48][49].
The analysis of this thesis and the corresponding theory to be discussed will deal
with the reaction channel γp → pi+pi−p with a focus on the intermediate state of the
ρ0 meson.
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2.1 Pions
Pions are the lightest of the mesons and come in three varieties: either positively
charged (pi+), negatively charged (pi−), or uncharged (pi0). They are composed of the
following quark anti-quark compositions: ud¯, du¯, and uu¯−dd¯√
2
, respectively. They are
spinless particles and have negative parity, therefore are so-called pseudoscalar mesons
(JP = 0−). The mass of the charged pions is 139.570 MeV/c2 and that of the neutral
pion is 134.977 MeV/c2.
The relatively long lifetime of the charged particles (2.6033±0.0005×10−8 s) com-
pared with that of the neutral pion (8.4±0.6×10−17 s) means that they can be exper-
imentally detected. Therefore, considering the final state particles to be detected in
this analysis are pi+pi−p, we can have a fully exclusive measurement of the reaction,
excluding any geometric restrictions of the detector [50].
2.2 The ρ0 Meson
The dominant intermediate state of pi+pi− photoproduction is the ρ0 meson, which
almost exclusively decays via pi+pi− with a branching ratio of∼100%. The rho mesons
have the same quark compositions as the pions, but they also are spin 1 particles. In
addition, the ρ0 meson has a mass of 775.26 MeV/c2, which is significantly higher
than the mass of the pions; the difference between the masses is still a contemporary
problem with the spin difference being the presumed cause [51]. The ρ0 meson has
the following quark composition: uu¯−dd¯√
2
. It has a mean lifetime is ∼ 4.5 × 10−24s,
conversely this means that it has a large width, 149.5 MeV. This adds difficulty when
trying to separate a rho signal from other contributions in comparison to other mesons
such as the φ meson which has a width of 4.27 MeV. The ρ0 meson has negative parity
so, along with its spin 1 nature, it is part of the vector meson multiplet (JP = 1−).
Therefore, the following section will discuss the theory of polarization observables in
terms of vector meson photoproduction, which in any case is a more generalised form
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of the pseudoscalar treatment.
2.2.1 The f 0 Meson
In certain kinematic regions another mesonic state is apparent in the invariant mass
distributions of the two charged pions. This is the f 0 meson, which is a scalar meson
candidate, (JP = 0+). Its branching ratios have not been quantified yet. However, it is
clear that that pi+pi− channel is the dominant branch with the other two known modes
being KK and γγ. The kaon decay mode is interesting as it shows that strangeness
is important to the f 0 meson and suggests that the simple quark-antiquark model of
mesons might not fit well for this scalar meson. In fact, it has been postulated that
the light scalar mesons might be diquark-antidiquark structures and some theoretical
calculations seem to support this [52][53]. Whether it is an exotic particle or not, its
characteristics are not well known. The Particle Data Group give a mass of 990±20
MeV and a width of 40 - 100 MeV [50]. So any information about this particle is of
interest. The spin 0 nature of the f 0 means that the same treatment of polarization in-
formation in pseudoscalar mesons can be used. The beam asymmetry will be measured
for the f 0 alongside the ρ0.
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2.3 Vector Meson Photoproduction Kinematics
Figure 2.1: Diagram of the kinematics involved in a scattering reaction as viewed in the
centre-of-mass frame, where k, q, p, p’ are the four-momenta of the incident photon,
the produced meson, the target nucleon, and the scattered nucleon, respectively [54].
The kinematics of the reaction, as observed in the centre-of-mass frame, are shown in
figure 2.1. This process is described mathematically by the scattering matrix, S [55]:
S = i(2pi)4δ(k + p− q − p′)T (2.1)
where:
• k is the four-momentum of the incident photon.
• p is the four-momentum of the target nucleon.
• p’ is the four-momentum of the recoil nucleon.
• q is the four-momentum of the produced ρ0 meson.
• T is the transition matrix:
T =
1√
(2pi)3 · 2k < ρ
0N ′|µ · Jµ|N > (2.2)
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where µ is the photon polarization vector and Jµ is the electromagnetic current. It
is the transition matrix where resonant contributions are combined with other reaction
channels.
It is conventional to discuss these types of reactions in terms of the Mandelstam
variables; a set of three Lorentz-invariant variables [56]:
s =(q + p′)2 (2.3)
t =(p− p′)2 (2.4)
u =(p− q)2 (2.5)
(2.6)
It is clear from their definition that any of the above Lorentz-variables can be ex-
pressed in terms of the other two. Therefore, we describe the scattering process in
terms of two of these Mandelstam variables. Typically these are s and t. s is equal to
the invariant mass squared of the initial state particles (or final) in the centre-of-mass
frame (W 2). As the target in our experiment is stationary, this is proportional to the
energy of the incident photon beam which is a very tangible metric to parameterise our
analysis. t is the momentum transfer of the scattering process. This is equivalent to the
cosine of the polar angle when s is at a constant value. This too is a sensible value to
use for separating our data for analysis as it is an appreciable physical value [57]. It
is for these reasons that we divide and display our analysis in terms of W2 and cos θ
ranges.
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Figure 2.2: Born diagrams of the different processes which contribute to the photopro-
duction of the ρ0 [58].
The Mandelstam variables are also used for naming different reaction mechanisms
involved in the photoproduction of the ρ0 meson as shown figure 2.2. This is because
the respective channels depend predominantly on the kinematics used for naming each
channel. The s-channel and u-channel describe processes in which intermediate reso-
nances exist. The hadron is excited to an intermediate resonance state before decaying
into a multi-particle final state [59]. These s- and u-channel processes are of most inter-
est here. The channels on the right hand side of the diagram show diffractive channels.
The first shows diffractive scattering via meson exchange. In the second case a high
energy photon couples directly to a rho meson, which has the same quantum numbers,
in a process known as Vector Meson Dominance. The rho meson then scatters from
the nucleon, exchanging a pomeron, a theoretical trajectory of particles with increas-
ing spin. In both these cases the scattering is termed diffractive. The hadron target
dissociates into a multi-particle final state when the photon’s energy is absorbed by the
14
hadron [60].
2.4 Helicity Amplitudes and Polarization Observables
The standard amplitude for vector meson photoproduction is given by [61]:
F ≡ 〈qλV λ2 | T | kλλ1〉 (2.7)
Figure 2.3: A diagram showing the different planes and angles involved in the photo-
production of ρ0 mesons [58].
where λ represents the helicity state of the particles involved: subscript V denot-
ing that of the meson, 1 and 2 representing the initial and final helicity state of the
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nucleon, respectively, and no subscript that of the incident photon. k is the initial rel-
ative momenta of the system and q is that of the final state. The helicity state of the
photon is ±1 describing the two possible helicity states it can be. The helicity states
of the target nucleon are ±1
2
and the helicity states of the vector meson are ±1, 0. The
possible helicity states of the final state baryon, which is a nucleon in our experiment,
depends on its spin: which happens to be the same as for the target. For real photons
the amplitude represents 24 complex numbers (3 ∗ 2 ∗ 2 ∗ 2). Due to parity invariance
there are 12 relations between these amplitudes and so we end up with 12 independent
complex helicity amplitudes or 24 real numbers (for each energy and angle). These
helicity amplitudes are expressed as follows:
〈qλV λ2|T |kλλ1〉 → HaλV (θ) (2.8)
where a = 1, ..., 4 and λV = ±1, 0: by taking λ = 0 we obtain the simplified case of
the four amplitudes used to describe pseudo-scalar photoproduction. The vector meson
amplitude is expressed in helicity space by the following matrix of helicity amplitudes:
F =

H21 H11 H3−1 −H4−1
H41 H31 −H1−1 H2−1
H20 H10 −H30 H40
H40 H30 H10 −H20
H2−1 H1−1 H31 −H41
H4−1 H3−1 −H11 H21

(2.9)
And then Jacob-Wick parity means the transition matrix can be described as: [62]:
〈qλV λ2|T |pλλ1〉 = (−1)Λf−Λi〈q − λV − λ2|T |p− λ− λ1〉 (2.10)
where Λi ≡ λ − λ1 and Λf ≡ λ − λ1. The rows of the matrix are labelled by the
final states helicities and the the columns by the initial state (the half spin states of the
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nucleons have been taken to be integers so as to avoid clutter). The helicity amplitudes
inF are:
H1λV ≡ 〈λV , λ2 = +
1
2
|T |λ = 1, λ1 = −1
2
〉 (2.11)
H2λV ≡ 〈λV , λ2 = +
1
2
|T |λ = 1, λ1 = +1
2
〉 (2.12)
H3λV ≡ 〈λV , λ2 = −
1
2
|T |λ = 1, λ1 = −1
2
〉 (2.13)
H4λV ≡ 〈λV , λ2 = −
1
2
|T |λ = 1, λ1 = +1
2
〉 (2.14)
All polarization observables for vector meson photoproduction can be expressed in
terms of the general polarization observable, Ω, as follows:
Ω =
Tr[F (AγAN)F †(BVBN ′ ]
Tr[FF †]
(2.15)
where the trace is over the helicity quantum numbers. The matrices have the following
dimensionsF (6×4),AγAN(4×4),F †(4×6), andBVBN ′(6×6) [61]. There are two
degrees of freedom on the photon with respect to spin. This is expressed by Aγ which
is the standard 2 × 2 Hermitian spin matrices (1,σγ) and includes the Stoke vector,
PS , to account for the vector nature of the photon. AN is that of the target nucleon,
BN ′ that of the recoil nucleon: both are a 2× 2 matrix. The vector meson matrix, BV ,
is a 3× 3 matrix.
There are density matrices which describe the polarization of each particle in this
production process and these are associated with the above ensemble average describ-
ing the general spin observable. The one pertinent to our interests is the density matrix
for the incident photon:
ργ =
Iγ
2
(1 + γ + σγ · P S) (2.16)
This equation re-emerges again later in a different frame as equation 2.21.
When only the incident photon is polarized, equation 2.15 gives us the polarized
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beam asymmetry, Σ. This is expressed as follows:
Σx =
Tr[FσyxF
†]
Tr[FF †]
(2.17)
Defining σB,T ;R,V for the cross section dσ/ dΩ where the superscripts (B,T;R,V) re-
fer to the polarizations of the photon beam, target nucleon, recoil nucleon, and the
photoproduced vector-meson, we get:
Σx =
σ‖,U ;U,U − σ⊥,U ;U,U
σ‖,U ;U,U + σ⊥,U ;U,U
(2.18)
where the superscript U refers to an unpolarized particle and ‖ (⊥) corresponds to a
photon linearly polarized along the x(y) axis [63].
2.5 Deriving Angular Distribution
The following method of analysing the angular distribution is called the Schilling
method [64]. We start by considering the spin and helicity states of the photon. Lin-
early polarized photon states can be described by a linear combination of left-handed
(J = −1) and right-handed (J = 1) circularly polarized spin states. The resulting
helicity state is dependent on the spin-helicity relationship [65]:
H =
σ · p
Eγ|σ| (2.19)
where σ, p, and Eγ are the spin, 3-momentum, and energy of the photon, respectively.
For the sake of clarity the angular distribution of a vector meson will be derived and
applied to the ρ0 case retrospectively as confusion with the standard notation is more
than likely. In order to derive the angular distributions we need the spin density matrix
of the decaying vector meson, which is related to the photon spin density matrix as
shown here:
ρ(V ) = Tρ(γ)T † (2.20)
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T is the transition amplitude as above for the rho meson in the helicity formalism and
ρ(γ) can be expressed as follows:
ρ(γ) =
1
2
I + P γ · σ (2.21)
where, for linear polarization:
P γ = Pγ(− cos 2Φ,− sin 2Φ, 0) (2.22)
Φ is the angle between the production plane and the polarization vector of the photon
and Pγ is the degree of linear polarization of the photon (0 6 Pγ 6 1). Using equations
2.20 and 2.21 and the helicity-amplitude formalism we can show the dependence of the
polarization vector P γ of the density matrix ρ(V ):
ρ(V ) = ρo +
3∑
i=1
Pαγ ρ
α (2.23)
where Pαγ are the components of the polarization vector, P γ , and the ρ
α are Hermitian
matrices:
ρ0
λV λ
′
V
=
1
2N
∑
λV λN′λN
TλV λN′ ,λγλNT
∗
λ
′
V λN′ ,λγλN
(2.24)
ρ1
λV λ
′
V
=
1
2N
∑
λV λN′λN
TλV λN′ ,−λγλNT
∗
λ
′
V λN′ ,λγλN
(2.25)
ρ2
λV λ
′
V
=
i
2N
∑
λV λN′λN
λγTλV λN′ ,−λγλNT
∗
λ
′
V λN′ ,λγλN
(2.26)
The density matrix is related to the decay angular distribution:
W (cos θ, φ) = Mρ(V )M † (2.27)
M is the decay amplitude and θ and φ are the polar and azimuthal angles of the de-
tected pi+ in the helicity frame. The helicity frame is defined as the ρ0 rest frame with
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the z-axis orientated in the opposite direction of the recoil nucleon [66]. Other ref-
erence frames can be used such as the Gottfried-Jackson frame or the Adair frames.
These differ only in terms of the orientation of the z-axis and give different benefits for
analysis [67][68]. From here we move on to the ρ0-meson decay distribution:
W (cos θ, φ,Φ) = W 0(cos θ, φ)− Pγ cos 2ΦW 1(cos θ, φ)− Pγ sin 2ΦW 2(cos θ, φ)
(2.28)
where
W 0(cos θ, φ) =
3
4pi
(
1
2
(1− ρ000) +
1
2
(3ρ000 − 1) cos2 θ −
√
2Reρ010 sin 2θ cosφ
− ρ01−1 sin2 θ cos 2φ
(2.29)
W 1(cos θ, φ) =
3
4pi
(ρ111 sin
2 φ+ ρ100 cos
2 θ −
√
2ρ110 sin 2θ cosφ− ρ11−1 sin2 θ cos 2φ)
(2.30)
W 2(cos θ, φ) =
3
4pi
(
√
2Imρ210 sin 2θ sinφ+ Imρ
2
1−1 sin
2 θ sin 2φ) (2.31)
a = b+ c+ d
+ e+ f + g
(2.32)
k = l +m+ n+m+ n+m+ n
+ o+ p+ q
(2.33)
r = s+ t(u+ v + w) (2.34)
In order to attain a function for extracting the beam asymmetry we integrate over
the two angles associated with the pion in the helicity frame to leave us with a single
angle function [69]. We are left with the following equation:
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W (Φ) =
1
2pi
[1− Pγ(2ρ111 + ρ100) cos 2Φ] (2.35)
The following equation shows how the beam asymmetry is related to the SDMEs:
Σ = 2ρ111 + ρ
1
00 (2.36)
With a polarized beam, vector meson photoproduction experiments are potentially
sensitive to other polarization measurements alongside that of the beam asymmetry so
the angular distribution is potentially affected by these. This experiment is sensitive to
the tensor polarization of the ρ0 and this manifested in dependency of the Φ distribution
on the pion’s azimuthal angle in the helicity frame [70]. This is discussed in more detail
in section 6.4.
2.6 Summary
Polarization observables give us measurements which are sensitive to the resonances
we seek. In this chapter the relationship between the transition matrix, which includes
the details of the processes which are involved in vector meson photoproduction and
where the addition or subtraction of resonances in theoretical predictions take place,
and the polarization observables have been shown. This relationship shows how the
obervables which are experimentally measurable relate back to the theoretical predic-
tions.
Polarization observables can often seem quite removed from the overarching goal
of establishing the nature of hadron spectra and so it is necessary to try and maintain
an understanding of how the experimental side of hadron spectroscopy relates to the
theoretical. Also, shown in this chapter is the relationship between the SDMEs and
polarization observables. This is necessary as the common method of using angular
distribution of the photoproduced mesons’ decay products is derived using SDMEs,
rather than polarization obversables. SDMEs and polarization observables are intrin-
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sically linked; both are directly associated with helicity amplitudes. The advantage of
polarization observables over SDMEs is that they often relate to physical phenomena
in a clearer manner. An example of how these two observables are related is given
above in equation 2.36, where the beam asymmetry is shown in terms of SDMEs.
It has been shown theoretically that single polarization observables can be directly
sensitive to resonances [71]. However, the most probable scenario is that we attain a
measurement which gives information only when combined with other measurements
and theoretical predictions. In this analysis we will be focusing on measuring the beam
asymmetry for the ρ0 meson and the f 0 meson, along with measurements of the decay
pions’ asymmetries.
The ρ0 photoproduction is diffractive dominant and therefore a forward angle dom-
inant reaction. This will be shown in the next section when looking at previous cross
section measurements. For a purely diffractive reaction the beam asymmetry will be
∼1 as the yield of the parallel orientation will be much greater than that of the perpen-
dicular orientation [72]. It is expected, therefore that when cos θ approaches ∼ 1 then
Σ will be ∼ 1 and that the backward angle region is the likeliest place to see resonant
behaviour; any deviation from 1 will indicate the other channels, s and u, play a greater
role [73]. While the beam asymmetry measurement on its own might not shed light on
specific details of the resonances involved, it can at highlight different sensitivities in
varying kinematic regions.
In the following section results from previous experiments will shown. These in-
clude measurements specifically for ρ0 photoproduction, but also beam asymmetry
measurements for other vector meson, other polarization observables and cross sec-
tions measured for the ρ0, analysis focused on f 0 mesons and also some analyses on
pi+pi− photoproduction.
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Chapter 3
Previous Measurements
A brief overview of the results obtained from previous experiments is given in this
chapter.
3.1 ρ0 Photoproduction Results
Experiments go back to the sixties and seventies when innovative facilities were de-
veloped in order to undertake photoproduction experiments with polarized and unpo-
larized beams. The Aachen-Berlin-Bonn-Hamburg-Heidelberg-Mu¨nchen (ABBHHM)
collaboration measured cross sections and differential cross sections across the reso-
nance region. The latter are shown in figure 3.1. They display very distinctive diffrac-
tive dominant characteristics with a very high cross section at low t with a steep tail
as t increases. Similarly, Ballam et al. measured differential cross sections, but also
measured SDMEs and beam asymmetries [74][75]. The beam asymmetries are shown
in figure 3.2 and are shown alongside other measurements contemporary with Bal-
lam et al., namely from the Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron (DESY) and from Cor-
nell [74][75][76][77]. These measurements also suggest the reaction is purely diffrac-
tive as the measurements are clustered about 1, but it must be highlighted that their
measurements are only in the forward angle region and do not cover the backward
angle at all, the region where other contributions are expected to become more domi-
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nant. Also, they were undertaken with higher energy photon beams and therefore are
either above the resonant region or at the upper limit. Another aspect that needs to be
highlighted is the dearth of statistics in these experiments.
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Figure 3.1: Differential cross sections for five different Eγ regions as functions of t2,
the square of the four-momentum transfer from the ABBHHM collaboration [78].
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Figure 3.2: Beam asymmetries for photoproduced ρ0 mesons as a function of t for set
Eγ values as shown on the plot. The points labelled ’this experiment’ were obtained
using a photon beam with an energy of 2.8 GeV, the left plot, and 4.7 GeV, the right
plot. These energies are at the upper region of where resonances are found and so
the lack of deviation from Σ ∼ 1 is expected as the resonant contribution would be
minimal with respect to the diffractive channel.
A more recent analysis, similar to the one undertaken here, was done at the Greno-
ble Anneau Acce´le´rateur Laser (GRAAL), where they measured the beam asymmetry
for ω mesons. ω mesons are vector mesons and are similar to ρmesons in terms of their
quantum numbers. They have almost identical masses but vary massively in terms of
their width; the ρ0 meson has a width ∼149 MeV, whereas the ω meson has a width of
∼ 8.5 MeV [50]. The results of Ajaka et al. are shown in figure 3.3. These are shown
to highlight the analytical worth of the beam asymmetry. Their beam asymmetries are
mainly negative meaning that the s and u channels are dominant, not the diffractive
processes [79]. Also, shown are model predictions. It is clear that some models de-
scribe the measurements better than others. These deviations are important as they are
the main method of deciding whether resonances are present or not. There are also
clear structures in these beam asymmetry measurements which intensify as the photon
energy increases.
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Figure 3.3: Beam asymmetries for photoproduced ω mesons as a function of θ in the
centre-of-mass frame, equivalent to t, for set Eγ values as shown on the plot. The solid
circles show the data from GRAAL and the dotted line, dashed line, and solid line all
show different model predictions [80][37][81]. The negative measured values show
that non-diffractive processes are dominant.
The most recent work on pi+pi+ and ρ0 photoproduction has been done at the Gen-
ovese branch of the Instituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare (INFN). They have mea-
sured differential cross sections for the ρ0 meson and also for the f 0 by separating
the contributions by undertaking a partial wave analysis [49]. These experiments were
undertaken at a higher energy range than the experiment used here so we have chosen
to use the differential cross sections measured by Klein as a means of cross referenc-
ing our measurements in the absence of model predictions to compare [82]. These are
shown in figure 3.4. The two model predictions compared to the measurements are for
the same model where the dashed lines show the expected values for only diffractive
processes and the dotted lines for the resonant processes. It is clear from this that the
data agrees well with the diffractive process at the forward angle and that the tailing
effect, especially clear in the two lowest energy settings, is at least partially due to the
resonant channels becoming more dominant. This gives us a clear indication that it is
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Figure 3.4: Cross sections measurements for ρ0 at CLAS as function of−t for different
W regions spanning 1.87-2.12 GeV [82]. The dotted and dashed lines show model
predictions from Zhao using the quark model; the dashed lines shows the prediction
the case of only diffractive processes and the dotted line shows the predictions for the
s- and u-channel processes [83].
worthwhile pursing analyses on the photoproduction of the ρ0 meson for the sake of
resonant hunting. No other measurements exist, beside those from Battaglieri et al.,
for the f 0 meson so we have opted to use those from Battaglieri et al. [48]. These are
shown in figure 3.5. The cross sections for the f 0 are considerably smaller than for the
ρ0, but they follow the same trend of diffractive dominance at the energy range shown.
Any deviation from this simple diffractive slop in the beam asymmetry measurements
of the f 0 will be interesting and will suggest resonant sensitivity for the f 0.
3.2 Summary
A brief overview of the previous measurements has been given. Differential cross
sections shown in this section from Battaglieri et al. and from Klein will be used when
discussing the results of the beam asymmetry extraction. The other measurements
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Figure 3.5: Cross sections measured for f 0 a function of −t for the photon energy
range Eγ=3.0-3.8 GeV [48]. The empty points correspond to the s-wave contributions,
the f 0 meson, and the filled points to the p-wave contributions, the ρ0 meson, to the
cross section. The line shown is from model predictions for s-wave cross sections [84].
shown conform with the diffractive dominant picture of ρ0 meson photoproduction, so
any deviation from that will make for an interesting result.
In the following section the experimental setup used for this analysis will be dis-
cussed and the subsequent sections will focus on the analysis.
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Chapter 4
Experimental Details
The data used in this analysis was taken at the Jefferson Laboratory National Accelera-
tor Facility (JLab) in Virginia, USA between the 20th of July and the 1st of September
2005 from the g8b run period in Hall B [85]. The laboratory consists of a continuous
electron beam accelerator facility and three experimental halls set up in order to under-
take different experiments. Both electron and photon beams are utilised for hadronic
and nuclear experiments. In this experiment a linearly polarized photon beam was
used which was produced using a tagged Bremsstrahlung facility where the incident
beam was produced by the Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility (CEBAF).
The final state particles were detected by the CEBAF Large Acceptance Spectrome-
ter (CLAS). The electron beam can be distributed to each of the halls simultaneously
and at varying currents. The electron beam could run from between 1-6 GeV but
is currently being upgraded to reach 12 GeV. Details of the accelerator, the tagged
Bremsstrahlung facility, and the CLAS detector will be discussed in this section.
4.1 Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility
CEBAF is shaped like a racetrack with 2 long parallel linear accelerators (LINACs)
and 2 pairs of circulating arcs at each end, the first pair has 4 arcs and the second has
5 arcs. There is an injector for the initial introduction of electrons into the accelerator.
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The accelerator is 1.4 km long and consists of 2200 magnets of 58 varieties. A diagram
of the accelerator facility can be seen in figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1: A schematic of CEBAF showing the injector, LINACs, and recirculation
arcs.
The injector consists of three pulsed lasers, one for each experimental hall. These
are synchronised and combined to strike a photocathode at a frequency of 499 MHz.
This results in 2 ns beam buckets being delivered simultaneously to each hall. There
are three independent lasers so that each hall can choose the characteristics of the beam
they want, the current, energy, and the polarization.
The injector introduces electrons at an energy of 67 MeV to the North LINAC. It
contains 168 Niobium radio frequency (RF) cavities and is cooled to∼2 K using liquid
Helium in order to make them superconducting. This means much less power is needed
and it can run continuously, 100% duty cycle. In the RF cavities direct microwaves
in phase with the electron beam are introduced. This creates a negatively charged
area behind the electrons, and a positively charged area in front of them therefore
causing them to accelerate forwards. This process in the separate LINACs accelerates
the electrons by ∼0.6 GeV so each full pass of the circuit accelerates them by ∼1.2
GeV. The current limit is 5 passes therefore the energy of the beam ranges from ∼1.2
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GeV to ∼6.0 GeV
The recirculation arcs are needed in order to bend the beam towards the next
LINAC. Without these recirculation arcs many more kilometres of LINACs would be
needed. Dipole magnets are arranged in an arc so as to bend the beam 180 degrees.
As the electrons can vary in their energy, we need multiple arcs of varying strength in
order to bend the beam for all the different possible energies of the electrons; as such
there are 5 arcs in the west end of the accelerator and 4 at the east end. The beam is
separated into the corresponding arc for its energy, bent by the arc, and then the differ-
ent energy bands are recombined and sent to the next LINAC. Alternatively, at the east
set of recirculation arcs the halls can extract the beam using an RF separator [86].
4.2 Electron Beamline
The electron beamline enters Hall B about 25 m upstream of the tagging spectrome-
ter (see figure 4.4). The section contains final steering elements and beam diagnostics.
First the position of the beam needs to be monitored. This is done by the Beam Position
Monitors (BPM). There are three BPMs situated at different positions along the beam-
line, the first resides 36.0 m upstream of the target, the next 24.6 m upstream, and the
last 8.2 m upstream. However, the last BPM is not used in photon beam experiments
as it is situated downstream of the Tagger magnet.
The second check is confirming that the beam has a suitable beam profile. This is
done using the harps. There are three of these too, the first 36.7 m upstream of the
target, the next 22.1 m upstream, and the last 15.5 m upstream. They are made of
thin (20 µm and 50µm tungsten and 100 µm iron) crossed wires which are orientated
perpendicular to the beamline and vertically and horizontally with respect to the beam
line. They are set up so that the wires move across the beamline at 45 degrees from
the horizontal axis. As it passes, the emitted Cherenkov light created by the scattering
of the electrons is detected by photomultiplier tubes (PMTs). An example diagram
of the resulting beam profile from this procedure can be seen in figure 4.2. As this
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is a destructive process it is only in the beamline when not taking data and is usually
performed when new beam settings are being used or if there has been a problem with
the accelerator [87].
Figure 4.2: An example harp scan showing an ideal beam profile in both the x and y
axes.
4.3 The Tagging Spectrometer
Hall B can used with either an electron beam or a photon beam. This experiment was
undertaken with a photon beam and so we need to use the tagging spectrometer, which
consists of a large dipole magnet and a focal plane hodoscope. The tagged photons
are produced by the Bremsstrahlung radiation caused by the slowing of the electrons
due to the electromagnetic field of the nuclei in a radiator. The tagged photons can
have energies between 20-80% of the radiating electron beam energy. The magnet is
a large c-shaped electromagnet which can produce a magnetic field with up to 1.75 T.
The size of the Tagger magnet needed for the energies being used at JLab means that
the magnet is very large and has sagged in between the support beams. The calibration
of this sag is described in [88]. The magnet bends all of the electrons sending those
which have created a photon to the T- and E- counters and those which have not to the
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beam dump.
The E-counters are aligned so that they lie in the focal plane of the Tagger magnet.
There are 384 plastic scintillators of 20 cm length and 4 mm thick. Their widths vary
so that each corresponds to the same momentum range and they vary from 6-18 mm
width. They overlap so that each scintillator covers a third of the width of each of
its neighbouring scintillators. So there are 767 e-channels which gives us an energy
resolution of 0.0013 × the energy of the electron beam. The position of the detected
electron measures the energy of the electron after Bremsstrahlung radiation (Efe ) and
the initial energy (Eie) is known as it is set by the accelerator. The energy (Eγ of the
tagged photon is then simply calculated (Eγ = Eie − Efe ).
The T-counters give the timing of the photon. A timing resolution of at least 300
ps is needed in order to correlate a measured electron with the corresponding electron
bunch. This then allows us to determine the timing of the photon at the target. The
resolution is ∼100 ps which exceeds our needs. There are 61 scintillator counters,
2cm thick, with varying lengths; 20 cm for the end of the array of scintillators asso-
ciated with higher energy electrons, and 9 cm for those associated with lower energy
electrons. A diagram of the tagging facility can be seen in figure 4.3 [89].
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Figure 4.3: A diagram of the Tagger magnet, the T-counters, and E-counters showing
their nature and their relative positions. The dashed lines are examples of potential
electron paths after undergoing Bremsstrahlung radiation [85].
4.4 Coherent Bremsstrahlung
Bremsstrahlung radiation occurs due to the slowing of the electron by the nuclei’s
electromagnetic field in a radiator. The created photon then radiates in the direction of
the incident electron. Two different radiators were used in this experiment. The first
was an amorphous radiator of carbon 50 µm thick. The resulting photon spectra from
this radiator exhibits a 1
Eγ
dependence. The other radiator was a diamond which was
also 50 µm thick. The resulting spectra from this radiator has discrete peaks due to
the coherent radiation effect. These sit atop the same incoherent 1
Eγ
background of the
amorphous spectra. Examples of spectra, one for each radiator, are shown in figure
4.5. This is the reason why an amorphous radiator was used so as to characterise this
incoherent background. More detail of this process and Bremsstrahlung radiation as a
whole is given in chapter 5. The choice of the radiator is very important. A very thin
radiator is needed so as to minimise electron scattering, which lowers the polarization
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of the photon beam, and the radiator also needs to have as few defects as possible for
the same reason [90].
Figure 4.4: A schematic of the tagger facility and all of the associated systems [89].
In addition to the radiator characteristics, the electron beam variance and the angle
of incidence with respect to the lattice structure of the diamond affects the polariza-
tion of the photon beam. The electron beam variance is minimised using the harp as
described above. In order to control the angle of the radiator the Klein-Livingston Go-
niometer is used. This can set angles with a precision of 10 µrad through the axes. It
also has a target ladder where the different radiators are housed so that the movement
from one radiator to another is automated. The method use to find the optimum angle
is described in more detail in [91].
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.5: Typical photon spectrum using the amorphous (a) and diamond (b) radia-
tors.
4.4.1 Active Collimator
A collimator improves the polarization of the beam as the coherent component is more
forward focused than the incoherent. The collimator used in this experiment is active;
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there are 4 mm plastic scintillators between each layer to measure pair production so
as to have a real-time monitor of the beam’s position. The collimator is situated 22.9
m downstream of the goniometer. It is made of 13 nickel diskettes with a diameter of
50 mm and a thickness of 15 mm with a 2 mm hole in the centre [92].
4.5 Target
The target housing is located 20 m downstream of the tagger. The target used in
this experiment was placed in a 40 cm long, 2 cm radius Kapton cylinder cell. It was
positioned so that the centre was 20 cm upstream of the centre of CLAS. The target
itself was liquid Hydrogen kept at a density of 0.071g/cm2 [85].
4.6 The CEBAF Large Acceptance Detector
Figure 4.6: A 3-D diagram of the CLAS detector showing the subsystems [87].
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The CEBAF Large Acceptance Spectrometer (CLAS) is a detector made up of many
sub-systems which has an almost 4pi coverage around the target. It is capable of mea-
suring charged and uncharged particles, with a predilection for charged particles. It
is built around a toriodal magnet which bends charged particles away or towards the
beamline depending on whether the particle is negative or positive. The shape of the
magnet also means that in the target region there is no field. This means that highly
polarized targets can be used in the CLAS detector. Precise measurements of the char-
acteristics of the produced particles, such as timing, momentum, charge, and mass,
come from the many sub-systems. These will described in this section [87]. The de-
tector as a whole can be seen in figure 4.6 and figure 4.7.
(a)
(b)
Figure 4.7: Shown in (a) is an exploded diagram of a CLAS section. Shown in (b) is a
cross section of the detector as seen from above with two simulated tracks of charged
particles (red lines) with the top track being positive and the bottom negative [87].
4.6.1 Torus Magnet
The CLAS detector was designed around the use of a toroidal magnet, the Torus mag-
net. It gives good momentum resolution for charged particles while also having a large
angle coverage. In addition to this, there is a field-free area in the centre for the target
so polarized targets can be used.
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The magnetic field comes from six superconducting coils arranged to form a torio-
dal shape around the beamline. The field points in the φLAB direction and divides the
detector into six sectors. The Torus magnet is 5 m in diameter and 5 m long. The super-
conducting coils are kept at ∼4.5 K by pushing supercritical Helium through cooling
tubes at the end of the windings of the coils. Each coil contains four layers with each
layer having 54 turns of wire made of NbTi/Cu stabilised by aluminium. The field
strength varies to account for the differences in momentum for particles in different
areas of the detector; the field is∼2.5 T in the forward angle and∼0.5 T perpendicular
to the beamline [93].
4.6.2 Start Counter
The first detector system that the produced particles meet is the Start Counters it sur-
rounds the 40 cm target cell giving complete coverage. It gives a precise start time for
every triggered event and the time the photon was at the interaction vertex when cou-
pled with information from the Time of Flight (ToF) system. It has six sectors which
are further broken down into four paddles. Each paddle has a straight section of 502
mm and a bended end so that it tapers to a point in the downstream direction. The other
end is connected to a light guide and a PMT. The timing resolution is 290 ps and 320
ps for the straight and bent component, respectively; this level of resolution necessary
in order to accurately determine the velocity of the particles [94].
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Figure 4.8: A 3-D diagram of the Start Counter [95].
4.6.3 Drift Chambers
The next layers of the detector harbour the CLAS Drift Chambers. These are used
to track particles so as to discern particle type and momentum. The system consists
of 18 separate drift chambers divided into the 6 sectors of the detector and into 3
layers. The three layers are referred to as region 1, region 2, and region 3. Region 1
is closest to the target, residing inside the torus coil in an area of very low magnetic
field. It is predominately used to determine the starting point of a particle trajectory.
Region 2 is located between the coils so is in an area with a very high magnetic field.
Therefore, the paths of the charged particles will be strongly altered in this region. As
the maximum curvature of the particle occurs here, region 2 has the best momentum
resolution. Region 3 is furthest away from the target and again is in a low magnetic
field area. It is used for determining the end point of the particle’s path. The angular
coverage of the Drift Chambers system is almost complete; 8 - 142 degrees for the
polar angle, complete coverage for the azimuthal angle except for the fiducial regions
in between the 6 sectors resulting in ∼80% coverage [96].
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Figure 4.9: A diagram showing the layers and cells of the CLAS Drift Chambers. The
highlighted cells shows a simulated path of a particle through the superlayers of the
drift chambers [97].
Each region contains two superlayers with each having six layers of wires. The first
superlayer is positioned axial to the magnetic field and the second is positioned stereo
to the magnetic field. The stereo layers are positioned 6 degrees stereo to the magnetic
field in order to provide azimuthal information. Surrounding each super layer is a layer
of guard wires with very high-voltage potentials in order to reproduce an electric-field
configuration similar to an infinite number of cells; this means that the electric field at
each sense wire is the same for all of them rather than varying depending on the layer
number.
Each drift chamber is arranged with its sides parallel to the neighbouring Torus
coils and is positioned 60 degrees with respect to each other. This means that the
wires in the superlayers are perpendicular to the path of the particles which gives the
maximum sensitivity possible. Each chamber is filled with 88% argon and 12% carbon
dioxide. The layers of wires in each superlayer were arranged so that they were offset
by half the width of the cells in order to increase packing in the volume available. The
cells are formed hexagonally with field wires positioned at the vertices of the hexagon
cell and a sense wire in the centre. The diagram in figure 4.9 shows these superlayers
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and the cells for one drift chamber region. The sense wires are gold-plated tungsten
with a radius of 20µm. The field wires are gold-plated aluminium with a radius of 140
µm. Hexagonal cells were chosen because in such cells the drift time and drift distance
are independent of a particles incident angle upon entry into the cell [97].
4.6.4 Time of Flight Scintillators
The ToF scintillators are situated about 4 m from the target between the Cerenkov
counters and the electromagnetic calorimeter; these two detectors are used for electron
beam experiments where negative pion and electrons need to be separated. For more
information on the Cerenkov counters see [98] and for the electromagnetic calorimeter
see [99]. The ToF system consists of 6 panels, one for each sector. It has the same
polar coverage as the CLAS Drift Chambers and complete azimuthal coverage. Each
panel contains 57 scintillator paddles orientated perpendicular to the average particle
trajectory in each paddles region. Each paddle is 5.08 m thick and made of Bicron
BC-408 scintillator with a PMT attached at each of the paddle. The output from the
PMTs are sent to ADCs and go through discriminator to TDCs which record the size
and timings of the pulses, respectively. The paddles vary in length from 32 cm to 445
cm depending on its location in the panel. The width of the paddle is dependent on its
placement with regards to the polar angle; in the forward region (θ < 45) 15 cm and
in the backward region 22 cm [100].
Figure 4.10: One section of the ToF system [100].
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The timing information from the ToF systems and the Start Counter allow for the β
of particles to measured (β = v
c
. Used in conjunction with momentum measurements
from the CLAS Drift Chambers and the charge of the particles, rough estimations of
particles’ mass can be made and the particles can be identified. Also, the ToF system
was used in the g8b experiment as the CLAS Level 1 Trigger. The ToF was used
instead of the Tagger because the latter had too high a count rate for the trigger.
4.7 Trigger System
Each detector sub-system is attached to electronics, but in order for data to be collected
triggers are used. A trigger is a condition or a set of conditions which must be met in
order for data to be recorded by the Data Acquisition System (DAQ). These conditions
are chosen in order to prevent background processes such as cosmic rays or electronic
noise from diluting the data. They can also be set so as to restrict the final state particles
if an experiment has a well defined, single process of interest. This was not the case for
g8b and the trigger system used only had restrictions to remove background processes.
Two triggers were used; the Level 1 Trigger and the Level 2 Trigger.
Level 1 is the faster of the two triggers. It requires a hit in the Start Counter and a
ToF scintillator in the same sector. The second trigger, which causes deadtime in the
system, requires a reconstructable path in the CLAS Drift Chambers system. The first
trigger accounts for potential electronic noise, the second for processes like cosmic
rays. The Trigger Supervisor decides if an event will recorded or not. The supervisor
can be set to require only the Level 1 Trigger be satisfied or to require both; for g8b
both were required [101].
4.8 Data Acquisition System
The data acquired by the CLAS detector is recorded by the DAQ system. The data
is digitised into 24FASTBUS and VME crates, which are situated in the experimental
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hall. The datastream is then collected by the 24 VME Readout Controller in the crates.
If the Trigger Supervisor is happy, the data is converted into BOS format. The data
is separated into sections which are referred to as banks. These banks contain the
information from each of the detector sub-systems along with a unique event number
associated with a given run number. The data is then transferred to a RAID array and
finally to a tape silo where it remains until needed for analysis [102].
The typical event rate for the g8b experiment was ∼4.5 kHz which resulted in a
dead-time of ∼13%. The event rate was not restricted by the DAQ nor the trigger
system, but by the Tagger. A low beam current of ∼10 nA was used otherwise the
number of photons produced would be too high and would result in part of the Tagger
system not functioning efficiently [85].
4.9 Summary
The experiment was carried out using the coherent Bremsstrahlung facility and the
CLAS detector of Hall B at JLab. Descriptions of these facilities and their sub-systems
have been presented in this chapter along with details of the setup of these facilities.
At the final stage of the process described above, the data needs to be calibrated and
formatted so it can be analysed. The process of calibrating the data for all the different
sub-systems is called ‘cooking’ and data which is fully calibrated ready for analysis
is called ‘cooked data’. The following sections describes in detail how and why one
system is calibrated, the tagged coherent Bremsstrahlung. Then the subsequent chapter
begins the discussion of the process of analysis using the fully cooked data.
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Chapter 5
Photon Polarization
This section describes the theory of generating polarized photon beams using coherent
Bremsstrahlung radiation and also the work done on calculating the polarization of
the photon beam used during the g9a and g9b experiment. The same process was
undertaken by another collaborator for the dataset used for the main analysis of this
thesis, but the result of this process will be shown in general terms for this dataset.
5.1 Theory
A photon beam can either be circularly polarized or linearly polarized. In this exper-
iment we used linearly polarized beams. This allows us to measure the sensitivity of
the intermediate resonant states to the orientation of the electromagnetic field compo-
nents of the exciting photon beam; this is the case as a linearly polarized photon beam
has, by definition, its electric field vector (and conversely its magnetic field vector)
restricted to a single plane with respect to the beam’s direction of propagation. As
described above, the beam asymmetry gives us a measurement of this sensitivity of the
resonances by comparing the cross sections of photoproduced mesons using two dif-
ferent polarized photon beam orientations, one parallel to the x-y plane and the other
perpendicular to it. The beam asymmetry can be more sensitive in differentiating be-
tween different models than just measuring cross section and has the extra benefit of
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not requiring a detailed detector acceptance [103].
Bremsstrahlung radiation is caused by the slowing of a fast electron in an atomic
structure due to the electromagnetic field of the nucleus. The lost energy of the electron
then manifests as a photon [104]. The process is described as below:
Ei = Ef + Ek (5.1)
where:
Ei,Ef , andEk are, in order, the electron’s initial energy, the electron’s final energy,
and the photon’s energy.
The process is restricted by the longitudinal and transverse momentum of the recoil
nucleus. Where δ(x) is the minimum recoil momentum in order to produce x, x being
Ek/Ei, the approximate restrictions are:
0 ≤ qtrans ≤ 2x (5.2)
δ ≤ qlong ≤ 2δ (5.3)
Only when a nucleus resides in this region of momentum space does it absorb
the recoil momentum. If a diamond is being used, the placement of nuclei will be
tightly regimented and momentum space will be occupied at discrete intervals. As
the photon energy increases, or decreases, the region in momentum space where the
process is restricted to will change so certain reciprocal lattice vectors will change from
residing in the required region of momentum space to being outside of the region. This
gives rise to a discontinuous energy spectrum. An enhancement plot is the resulting
spectrum after subtracting a weighted incoherent spectrum from from a coherent one.
An example of such a spectrum is shown in figure 5.1 [105].
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Figure 5.1: A typical enhancement plot for the measured coherent edge position of
1.109GeV for the 1.1GeV dataset. An enhancement plot is the spectrum achieved by
subtracting a weighted incoherent spectrum from a coherent spectrum.
It was shown by U¨berall that these discrete regions of the spectra from crystals
have a very strong linear polarization [106][107]. The interference effects which cause
these high level of polarization are described by May [108]. These result in regions
of high polarization, which are referred to as Coherent Peaks, and their position in the
photon energy spectrum is set by adjusting the small angle between the crystal lattice
and electron beam.
The relationship between the electron beam orientation with respect to the lattice
structure and the resulting photon energy, flux, and polarization will be described in
more detail below when discussing the fitting procedure of the Eγ spectra.
The strongest degree of polarization is obtained by scattering from the 022 (and
002¯) lattice vector. This is illustrated in figure 5.2 where the incident beam is aligned
with the 100 direction. The angle betweeen the 022 direction is changed in order to
manipulate the position of the discontinuities in the photon spectrum. The angle φ
determines the azimuthal orientation of the polarization plane. The angle i is set at a
value ∼5 times that of θ in order to ensure that no other coherent contributions from
orthogonal lattice points convolute the coherent peaks. Also, a very thin crystal is
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optimal as this lowers the incidences of electrons undergoing multiple scattering which
lowers the polarization of the resulting photon beam by spreading the range of polar
angles, θ, which subsequently spreads the width of the peaks of the spectra and it also
introduces a systematic uncertainty in the tagging process. Furthermore, an electron
beam with a very low divergence is needed so as to also minimise the spread across
θ [105].
Figure 5.2: The angles involved for coherent Bremsstrahlung from a diamond in the
100 orientation. The angle θ is the angle which is manipulated so as to attain a coherent
edge of the desired energy.
5.2 Enhancement Spectra
The first step is to get the corrected photon energy spectra for the coherent and amor-
phous data. This is done by looking at the timing of the photons. The timing used is
taken from the tagger hits and a cut of ±30ns around 0ns is applied, the assumption
made is that any signals with a timing difference greater than 30ns are due to random
photons. An example of the separation of the prompt photons and the random photons
is shown in figure 5.3. The weighted random spectra are subtracted from the prompt
spectra to give us corrected spectra for the coherent and incoherent data.
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Figure 5.3: A typical timing plot using the tagger information after calibration. The
prompt region is highlighted in magenta and the two random regions are highlighted
in green.
The prompt, random, and corrected energy spectra for amorphous data for the 1.1
GeV run from the g9a dataset can be seen in figures 5.4, 5.5, and 5.6, respectively.
Similarly, figures 5.7, 5.8, and 5.9, show the corresponding spectra for the parallel data
from the 1.1 GeV data.
The next step is to obtain enhancement spectra. A corrected spectrum from a po-
larized run with a diamond radiator is divided by a corrected energy spectrum from a
run with an amorphous radiator. The baseline is then normalised to have an intensity
of ∼1. This process removes the 1
Eγ
dependency of the polarized energy spectrum.
Amorphous runs were undertaken throughout the data collection. This is so that small
channel-to-channel variations due to counter problems in the tagger and any dead coun-
ters are accounted for.
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Figure 5.4: The amorphous energy spectrum for the 1.1GeV data for the prompt region.
Figure 5.5: The amorphous energy spectrum for the 1.1GeV data for the random re-
gion.
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Figure 5.6: The corrected amorphous energy spectrum for the 1.1GeV data.
Figure 5.7: The parallel polarization energy spectrum for the 1.1GeV data for the
prompt region.
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Figure 5.8: The parallel polarization energy spectrum for the 1.1GeV data for the
random region.
Figure 5.9: The corrected parallel polarization energy spectrum for the 1.1GeV data.
Enhancement spectra are obtained for each TDC settings, so the measured coherent
is plotted against the corrected energy spectrum as shown in figure 5.11 and for each
2 MeV bin of the measured coherent edge position is projected and divided by the
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amorphous data to attain individual enhancement plots. An example of this for the
coherent edge position 1.109 GeV is shown in figure 5.1.
5.3 Moving Diamonds
The coherent edge is set using the methods described above in section 4.4 for differ-
ent energies. However, during the experiment the coherent edge moves due to small
movements of the radiator. This effect can be seen in figure 5.10. Therefore the actual
coherent edge is different from the intended edge position by a significant amount.
This affects the polarization of the beam and has to be calibrated.
Figure 5.10: The shift for the coherent edge position for each beam setting for the g8b
data.
Real-time enhancement plots, which are spectra showing the ratio of coherent and
incoherent Bremsstrahlung radiation scaled so that the baseline is ∼1, are constructed
from the current uncollimated scaler counters and the most recent scaler readout from
a run with an amorphous radiator rather than from the tagger information. This is
because it takes about five minutes to build a suitable enhancement using the DAQ. We
use these real-time enhancement plots to monitor the edge position in case it moves
too far from the desired edge position and to check that beam is actually polarized.
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Therefore, the calibration is done off-line after the data is collected.
5.4 Deriving a Fit
The first peak of the enhancement spectrum corresponds to the 022 lattice vector and
it is this area that we are interested in; it has the highest enhancement of the spectrum
and therefore the highest polarization and is the vector used for aligning the electron
beam with the diamond [105]. There are two contributions to this area of the spectrum;
the coherent contribution from the 022 vector and the incoherent Bremsstrahlung con-
tribution. The latter is more or less removed by the above process but the fit deriva-
tion below will be followed presuming there is still a meaningful contribution under
the peak [109]. Also, the peak corresponding to the radiation from the 044 vector
can creep into the peak corresponding to the 022 vector if the collimation is not tight
enough. In this experiment it was very tight. We work with the ratio x = Eγ
E0
where
Eγ is the photon energy and E0 is the energy of the radiating electron beam. The
Bremsstrahlung spectrum is characterised by its discontinuous series of peaks with a
vertical drop at the higher edge of the peak. This point is called the discontinuity point,
xdg, where the superscript d is used to label the point as the discontinuity point and g is
the lattice vector number. The following derivation for the fit used was developed by
two other collaborators [109][110]. The polarization at a given energy, where x < xdg,
is associated with the intensity at that energy:
Ig(x) = I
0
gχg(x) (5.4)
Pg(x) =
−φg(x)
[1 + Ii(x)
Ig(x)
]
(5.5)
which can be written as:
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Pg(x) = −φg(x)× Ig(x)
Itotal(x)
(5.6)
where:
• Ig(x) is the coherent contribution from vector 0gg.
• Pg(x) is the corresponding polarization.
• I0g is the peak intensity for vector 0gg.
• Ii(x) is the incoherent contribution.
• χg(x) and φg(x) are functions of Qg.
• Qg = 1−x
d
g
xdg
φ(x, xdg) =
2x2Q2g
1− x
[
1 + (1− x)2 − 4Q
2
gx
2
1− x
(
1− x
Qgx
− 1
)]−1
(5.7)
χ(x, xdg) =
x2Q2g
1− x
[
1 + (1− x)2 − 4Q
2
gx
2
1− x
(
1− x
Qgx
− 1
)]
(5.8)
The upper cut-off for a given coherent peak is at the discontinuity point, xdg, which
is dependent on the angle between the beam and the crystal by the following relation-
ship:
xdg =
2θE0(g2 cosα + g3 sinα)
1 + 2θE0(g2 cosα + g3 sinα)
(5.9)
where:
• E0 is the energy of the radiating electron beam.
• θ and α are the polar and azimuthal angle of the electron beam relative to the
022 lattice vector.
• g2 and g3 are the second and third lattice vector indices.
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Restricting this to cases where g1 = 0 and g2 = g3 simplifies the dependency of xdg
to just the polar angle:
xdg =
1
k
gE0
θ + 1
(5.10)
where:
• k = me a4√2pi = 26.5601 MeV.
• me is the mass of the electron, 0.511 MeV/c2.
• a is the diamond lattice constant, 923.7 unitless.
Equation 5.10 shows that, for a fixed electron beam energy, E0, we can adjust the
position of the coherent edge, xdg, by altering the small angle, θ, between the beam and
the 022 lattice vector. If we substitute equation 5.10 into Qg =
1−xdg
xdg
, equations 5.7 and
5.8 become functions of x,g, and θ:
φ(x, g, θ) =
2x2Q2g
1− x
[
1 + (1− x)2 − 4Q
2
gx
2
1− x
(
1− x
Qgx
− 1
)]−1
(5.11)
χ(x, g, θ) =
x2Q2g
1− x
[
1 + (1− x)2 − 4Q
2
gx
2
1− x
(
1− x
Qgx
− 1
)]
(5.12)
The beam is collimated as the coherent radiation is more focused than the incoher-
ent radiation so the collimation increases the enhancement.
The fractional uncertainty of the polarization is:
∆P
P
=
1
(ξ − 1) ×
∆ξ
ξ
(5.13)
Equations 5.11 and 5.12 need to expanded to account for the smearing of the beam
divergence and position over the collimator, and the smearing of the angle between
the beam and the crystal. Equations 5.14 and 5.15 show the modified forms which are
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used to fit the enhancements and to determine the associated polarization.
ξ(x, θ, σ) =
∫ θ+3σ
θ−3σ
{
e
(θ′−θ)2
2σ2
[
1 + I0×C(x,θ
′)×χ(x,θ′)
Iamo(x)
]}
dθ′
∫ θ+3σ
θ−3σ
{
e
(θ′−θ)2
2σ2
}
dθ′
(5.14)
The expression for the polarization contains contributions from the multiple θ po-
sitions at each x value with their individual weight, intensity, and polarization and this
gives the following form:
P (x, θ, σ) =
∫ θ+3σ
θ−3σ
{
e
(θ′−θ)2
2σ2 × φ(x, θ′)× Icoh(x, θ′)
}
dθ′
∫ θ+3σ
θ−3σ
{
Icoh(x, θ′)× e
(θ′−θ)2
2σ2
}
dθ′
(5.15)
The fitting procedure is based on the following five parameters:
• θ - the angle between the radiating electron beam and the 022 lattice vector.
• σ - the Gaussian smearing of θ which accounts for small fluctuations in θ asso-
ciated with beam divergence and multiple scattering.
• θr - the relative angle of the collimation related to the angle of collimation, θc by
the following expression, θr = θcE0.
• σr - the smearing of the photon beam spot across the collimator.
• I0 - the intensity amplitude of the 022 coherent peak.
The enhancement spectra in the region of the 022 coherent edge are fitted using
equation 5.14 and the corresponding polarization distribution is described by equation
5.15. In order to apply this fit, reasonable values are needed to initiate the fit pa-
rameters. This is easily done as they can be deduced by known experimental values.
Knowing the radiating electron beam’s energy, the value of the current coherent edge,
the diameter of the collimator, and the distance of the collimator from the radiator,
allows us to calculate first estimations for the fit parameters, e.g.:
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θ =
k
2E0
[
1
Edgecoh
− 1
E0
] (5.16)
where k is 26.5601 MeV as defined for equation 5.10, E0 and Edgecoh, are the
energies of the electron and the coherent edge, respectively. By studying the enhance-
ment spectrum we can deduce σ as this manifests itself in the gradient of the higher
energy slope of the peak, and similarly σr for the lower energy slope of the peak. The
following section will describe how this process is used in detail.
5.5 Fitting
For every nominal coherent edge setting a 2-D histogram is created showing the mea-
sured coherent edge position against the enhancement spectra. This is then sliced into
2 MeV bins of the measured coherent edge position and the corresponding enhance-
ments for each bin is fitted. Therefore a polarization table for each measured edge
position is created.
Figure 5.11: The corrected parallel polarization energy spectrum as a function of the
measured coherent edge position for the 1.1GeV data used for obtaining enhancement
spectra for the different measured coherent edge positions that the beam was at during
the running of the experiment.
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Figure 5.11 shows the measured coherent edges against the photon energy from the
dataset when the edge was nominally set at 1.1 GeV and a large deviation from that
value can be seen. Figure 5.12 shows the various values of the coherent edge for the
parallel polarized data for the same dataset and shows how much θ changes throughout
one dataset clearly.
Figure 5.12: The different measured coherent edge values for the 1.1 GeV coherent
edge dataset for the parallel polarization data.
The data is divided into 2 MeV bins of the measured coherent edge position and
individual enhancement spectra for each 2 MeV are generated using the technique
described above. Figure 5.1 shows a typical enhancement spectrum in its entirety
for one of these 2 MeV bins. But as described above we are only interested in the first
peak which is fitted using equation 5.14. An example of this is shown in 5.13 where the
top panel shows the fitted peak and the bottom shows the corresponding polarization
distribution using equation 5.15. Noisy and low-statistics spectra are discarded at this
part in the process and the remaining good fits have their fit parameters plotted against
the measured coherent edge corresponding the relative spectra. This is shown in 5.14.
A second degree polynomial is then applied to each parameter and the corresponding
value for each spectrum is used to rescale each enhancement spectrum and is used as
the starting values for the second application of the fit. This rescaling is necessary
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as, by their very nature, the areas used to set the baseline have poor statistics and
therefore are much less reliable and more susceptible to any differences between the
experimental variables when using the diamond radiator and the amorphous radiator.
The following expression was used to rectify problems with scaling:
krescale =
∫ high
low
ξfit∫ high
low
ξdata
(5.17)
The integral boundaries are shown in figure 5.13 by the magenta lines. Where an
individual enhancement had a poor fitting function (too high a χ2) the fit parameters
were taken from the second degree polynomial fits of the parameters versus coherent
edge, which only used parameters from successful fits, and the corresponding fit inte-
grals were calculated using those values rather than the real parameters from the failed
fits.
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Figure 5.13: First pass of fitting the enhancement plot for data taken during the g9a
experiment with the initial electron beam energy at 3.5 GeV and the coherent edge
set at 1.1 GeV. This plot shows the fit for a specific measured coherent edge and the
corresponding polarization.
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Figure 5.14: Fit parameters from the first application of the fit. Spectra with a poor fit
are discarded for this process. A 3-degree polynomial is applied to the fit parameters
and the values from this fit are used in the second application of the fit to help with
rescaling low-statistics and noisy spectra. Θr and σr are fixed values hence the lack of
deviation.
After each enhancement is rescaled the fit is reapplied. Discrepancies between the
fit and the enhancement are taken into consideration by using equation 5.13. Most
often the discrepancy, excluding low-statistics enhancements being problematic to fit,
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is near the top of the peak. This is not a great problem as the higher the enhancement,
the smaller the change in polarization. However, these small differences are taken into
consideration. Figure 5.15 shows the fit applied to the rescaled enhancement in the top
panel, and the corresponding polarization distribution. The original polarization values
taken from the fit are shown in green and the corrected values are shown as blue points.
It is further presumed that the change in polarization for any given tagger counter
ought to be smooth. The reader is reminded that each tagger counter corresponds to
an individual photon energy. So for every tagger counter the polarization values are
plotted against the different measured coherent edges and a polynomial fit is applied.
An example is shown in figure 5.16. Every polarization point is then recalculated using
the fit parameters from these plots. These final correction are shown in the second panel
of figure 5.15 as the magenta line.
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Figure 5.15: Second pass of fitting the enhancement plot for same data in the previous
figure. This plot shows the fit for a specific measured coherent edge and the corre-
sponding polarization after the rescalling of the baseline. The blue points, green line,
and pink line show the initial polarization values, the values after the fitting procedure,
and the values after the smoothing process, respectively.
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Figure 5.16: The polarization values as a function of coherent edge position for a
specific E-counter corresponding to Eγ=1103 MeV with the same settings described
in the figures above.
These values, the initial polarization, the corrected, and the smoothed, are all writ-
ten into a table along with the corresponding information needed to use them, the
estimated uncertainty and the corresponding measured coherent edge. The final sec-
tion will describe how the tables for g8b, the dataset used in the main analysis of this
thesis, were used.
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5.6 Polarization Tables
EID Eγ ξdata σξ ξfit Pfit Pcorr Psmoothed
356 1206.2 11.117 0.142 12.362 0.851 0.849 0.850
355 1215.3 12.461 0.156 13.340 0.859 0.860 0.861
354 1224.4 13.632 0.171 14.353 0.866 0.868 0.869
353 1233.4 14.185 0.171 15.354 0.872 0.873 0.876
352 1242.4 14.717 0.173 16.288 0.877 0.876 0.884
351 1251.3 16.533 0.195 17.141 0.881 0.884 0.892
350 1260.4 17.134 0.199 17.702 0.884 0.887 0.898
349 1269.3 17.649 0.206 17.803 0.885 0.889 0.899
Table 5.1: Part of the polarization table for g8b for the dataset with the coherent edge
nominally set at 1300 MeV. This section shows the tagger counters in the vicinity of the
enhancement peak. The columns show, in order, the tagger counter channel number,
the corresponding photon energy, the enhancement for that channel, the enhancement
error, the enhancement from the fit, the polarization from the fit, the corrected polar-
ization, the corrected polarization error, and finally the smoothed polarization. The
smoothed polarization value is the one used when undertaking analysis.
Table 5.1 shows a subsection of a typical polarization table used in analysis using data
from the g8a experiment. Optimally the table would be looked up on an event-by-
event basis. The multiplicity is usually in the order of ∼15 photons per event so the
most likely photon detected must be chosen for a given event by looking at the timing
coincidence. This processes is described below in section 6.1.5. Once a photon is
chosen the table corresponding to the last measured coherent edge is accessed and the
values from the row of the tagger counter associated with the chosen photon’s energy
are read in. The polarization is then added to that event’s data.
However, this requires the current measured coherent energy being accurate and
sometimes the online fitting procedure failed. This resulted in a coherent edge mea-
surement which is outside the range of the polarization table. In order not to just
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discard these events a more robust method was adopted where the events are clustered
together in groups of 10,000 events. The coherent edge position does not fluctuate over
such a short period of time and so the first event’s coherent edge setting is used if it is
a rational value, if not the previous cluster’s value is used and the next event will be
used for setting the new cluster’s coherent edge or until an event with a suitable value.
An independent study was undertaken to deduce the systematic uncertainty of the
polarization values calculated for the g8b set. It was shown that a small alteration of
the calculated value was required; 4% for the 1.3, 1.5, 1.7, and 1.9 GeV datasets and a
slightly larger value for the 2.1 GeV of 6%. In addition to this correction it was shown
that the optimum energy range to use was Eedge − 200MeV < Eγ < Eedge otherwise
the systematic uncertainty rose to unacceptable levels [111][112].
The table below shows the average polarization values for the different run settings
in g8a after the most likely prompt photon has been chosen in order to allow the reader
an idea of the typical polarization levels the above process begets.
Coherent Edge (GeV) P‖ P⊥
1.3 82.5% 82.1%
1.5 82.9% 81.7%
1.7 77.0% 76.2%
1.9 71.0% 70.6%
2.1 60.0% 66.6%
Table 5.2: Average polarization values for the different run settings for the g8b dataset
after the best photon process has selected an individual photon for each event.
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Chapter 6
Data Analysis
In this chapter the analysis of the calibrated data is presented. The first section de-
scribes the initial process of selecting candidate events. The complexity of selecting
the ρ0 channel is then discussed together with the uncertainty in the extracted asymme-
try. This is followed by a brief discussion on the effects of cutting on the ∆++ and the
∆0 and how the regions for the kinematic binning were chosen. Then the phenomeno-
logical fitting procedure used to highlight ρ0 and f 0 regions in the invariant mass dis-
tributions of the two pions is described. The subsequent section deals with the fitting
procedure developed to extract the beam asymmetry for the region of M(pi+pi−) asso-
ciated with the ρ0 meson. The procedure is developed from a standard one-dimensional
fit developed for pseudo-scalar analyses and takes into consideration the tensor sensi-
tivity of vector mesons. The final section describes the beam asymmetry extraction for
the f 0 meson and in addition to this the extraction of the beam asymmetries for the
individual decay pions analogous to the analysis done by the CBELSA collaboration
for the ω meson [113].
6.1 Particle Identification
The first step in the analysis procedure is to choose the detected events which are
associated with the process of interest. Loose cuts are applied to cooked data from
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the DAQ, as described in section 4.8, while it is converted into a format more easily
analysed using the ROOT package from CERN. Any event with less than two charged
particles is discarded. From there a series of procedures are used to select events
specific to the process of interest. The majority of these procedures follow the same
protocol from the analysis on strangeness photoproduction using the same data set as
here [114].
6.1.1 First Cuts
To analyse the pi+pi− across as much phase space as possible it is necessary to study
the exclusive and semi-inclusive channels. This is due to the forward angle dominance
of this reaction channel and the fact that there is a hole in the detector for inserting
different targets.
When looking at the angular distributions in the helicity frame, as described in
detail 2.5, in order to extract spin density matrix elements there is an artificial hole in
the distribution. The helicity frame is fundamentally the rest frame of the reconstructed
ρ0 meson which means that the target insertion hole affects the distribution of the decay
pions as described above. By extending our analysis to include events where only a
proton and one of the charged pions is detected or when only two oppositely charged
pions are detected, we can cover a larger phase space. Hence, events with all the three
final state charged particles or any of the permutations of two of the three particles are
retained.
After events with either two or three charged particles are selected, initial loose cuts
are applied to the masses of the detected particles. They are not restrictive because
the calculated mass from the cooking is a first approximation. The values used are
displayed in table 6.1. These are purposefully left very loose as the following processes
restrict the accepted particles more thoroughly.
The next stage after the initial events are selected is the beta versus momentum cut.
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pi+ / pi− Proton
Lower Limit(GeV) 0.00 0.49
Upper Limit(GeV) 0.20 1.44
Table 6.1: The values used for the soft cuts on the mass of the detected particles.
6.1.2 Beta Versus Momentum Cuts
This process allows us to select the particles which most closely represent the nature
of the particles of interest, much more so than simple mass cuts of the first section.
In figure 6.1 distinct tracks can be seen representing all of the individual particles
associated with this reaction channel. However, there is also a large amount of back-
ground in these plots. In order to remove this background we look at the difference
between the measured beta for each particle and the corresponding calculated beta for
that particle type using equation 6.1
∆β = βmeas. − kmeas.√
k2meas. +m
2
PDG
(6.1)
where:
• βmeas. is the measured beta of the detected particle.
• kmeas. is the measured momentum of the detected particle.
• mPDG is the mass of the detected particle taken from the Particle Data Group.
This difference between the measured beta and the theoretical value for each parti-
cle type has momentum dependent cuts applied to it. The beta difference as a function
of momentum before the cuts is shown in figure 6.2 and after the cuts are applied in
figure 6.3. The effect this procedure has can be seen in figure 6.4. At this point the
detected particles are considered to be either protons or pions and therefore have their
mass set to the values given by the Particle Data Group and any corresponding values
are re-calculated using this value, e.g. the beta of each particle.
The beta versus momentum cuts for the reconstructed missing particles happen
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6.1: The measured beta of the detected particles as a function of the momentum
for a) the positive detected particles and b) the negative detected particles. Distinct
tracks can be seen corresponding to the pions and the proton (the lower beta track in
the positive particle plot).
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 6.2: The difference between the measured beta of the detected particles and
the calculated value for the corresponding expected particle type as a function of the
momentum for a) the proton b) positive pion and c) the negative pion.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 6.3: The difference between the measured beta of the detected particles and
the calculated value for the corresponding expected particle type as a function of the
momentum with the cuts applied for a) the proton b) positive pion and c) the negative
pion. 74
(a)
(b)
Figure 6.4: The measured beta of the detected particles as a function of the momentum
after the ∆β cuts for a) the positive detected particles and b) the negative detected
particles. The majority of the background has been removed in comparison to figure
6.1.
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after the missing mass cuts. They need to be done first in order to identify potential
candidates similar to the loose mass cuts of the initial stage for the detected particles.
6.1.3 Z-vertex
Once we have events with the right particle topology we need to check that they origi-
nated in the target cell. The first cut is on the detected particles’ z-vertex so that we can
remove events with particles outside the target geometry. As described in section 4.5,
the target is 40cm long so the cut is applied between 0 and 40cm. The cut is shown in
figure 6.5.
6.1.4 Fiducial Cuts
The events detected in the areas near the holes in the detector between the six re-
gions are removed at this point. Figure 6.6 shows the polar angle as a function of the
azimuthal angle of each of the three final state particles and the fiducial regions are ob-
vious. The particles detected near these regions carry a higher statistical uncertainty.
As such a θ-dependent cut is applied in these regions. The value used are shown in
table 6.2. The angular distribution of the particles is shown in figure 6.7.
θ < 10 10 ≤ θ < 20 θ ≥ 20
±8◦ ±5◦ ±2◦
Table 6.2: The values used for fiducial cuts.
As was the case with beta versus momentum the angular distributions for the re-
constructed missing particles are created after the missing mass cuts. However, no
cuts are applied to these distributions and so they are displayed here to show how they
compare with the detected particles’ angular distribution.
Figure 6.8 shows these distributions and highlights the need for the semi-inclusive
topologies in order to cover as much phase space as possible.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 6.5: The z-vertex distributions for the proton (a), positive pion (b), and the
negative pion (c) with the upper and lower limits of the cut shown with magenta lines.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 6.6: The angular distribution for the proton (a), positive pion (b), and the nega-
tive pion (c) showing the fiducial regions of the CLAS detector.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 6.7: The angular distribution with the fiducial cuts applied for the proton (a),
positive pion (b), and the negative pion (c).
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 6.8: The angular distribution for the reconstructed missing particles for the
proton (a), positive pion (b), and the negative pion (c).
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6.1.5 Photon Selection
This procedure is for pairing hadronic processes with the coincident photon. As there
are potentially many more detected photons (the multiplicity for each event for the
data set can be seen in figure 6.9) due to the nature of the tagging system than there are
hadronic tracks we need to decide which photon is most likely associated with a given
hadronic track.
Figure 6.9: The multiplicity of photons per event. Typically there are about 15 - 20
photons to choose from for each event.
First the hadronic vertex time is extrapolated from the timing information from the
ToF for the detected particles. This gives us the timing of the event. This time is then
compared with the timing of the tagger system. The difference should be close to zero
if both systems are accurately calibrated. However, the the fact that some hadrons are
miscorrelated with random photons leads to a 2 ns beam bucket structure shown in
figure 6.10. So the most likely prompt photon has to be chosen for each event. This
is done by minimising the difference between the proton vertex time and the photon
time, ∆t:
∆t = ToFt(p)− ToFpath(p)
cβp
− γt + zp
c
(6.2)
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Figure 6.10: Timing difference between the hadronic ToF timing and the associated
photon’s timing from the tagging system. The majority are around 0 ns is expected.
The other 2 ns structures are due to hadrons being correlated with random photons.
where:
βp =
kp√
k2p +m
2
p
where:
• ToFt(p) =proton ToF hit time
• ToFpath(p) =proton path length from the event vertex to the ToF
• γt=event photon vertex time to centre of the target
• zp =z-vertex position of the proton
• c =speed of light
The mass of the proton used is taken from the Particle Data Group [50]. The result of
this procedure is shown in figure 6.11
For the case of the event topology where the proton is undetected, the positive
pion is used for the best photon procedure. Figure 6.12 shows the timing before the
procedure where the same beam bucket structure is apparent, and figure 6.13 shows
the timing after the procedure.
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Figure 6.11: Timing difference between the hadronic ToF timing and the associated
photon’s timing from the tagging system after the best photon procedure. The majority
are around 0 ns is expected. The asymmetric nature of the distributions is due to the
proton vertex time being momentum dependent. The correction for this is described in
section 6.1.7.
Figure 6.12: Timing difference between the positive pion ToF timing and the associ-
ated photon’s timing from the tagging system for the events with a missing proton.
The majority are around 0 ns is expected. The other 2 ns structures are due to hadrons
being correlated with random photons.
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Figure 6.13: Timing difference between the positive pion ToF timing and the associ-
ated photon’s timing from the tagging system after the best photon procedure for the
events with a missing proton. The majority are around 0 ns is expected.
6.1.6 Tagger Correction
As mentioned in 4.3 one of the corrections needed for the photon tagging system was
due to the large magnet sagging over time. It therefore changed its geometry and so the
original energies taken from tagger channels would be incorrect. This results in a mea-
sured energy for the electrons different from their actual energy and subsequently the
corresponding tagged photons. So tagger channel specific coefficients are calibrated
and applied to the best photon at this stage [115].
6.1.7 Momentum Dependent Timing Cuts
This first momentum cut is applied to all charged particles. A minimum threshold of
300 MeV/c2 is used. This corresponds to the minimum detection momentum of CLAS.
After this momentum dependent timing cuts are implemented. This dependency is
due to the slowing of particles in the target region and the drift chambers before they
reach the ToF region. The higher the mass the more effect this has so the detected
protons are affected the most in this analysis. Figure 6.14 shows the momentum de-
pendency of all of the particles before any cuts are applied. A series of fits are applied
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 6.14: The momentum of the final state particles as a function of the difference
between their timing vertex and the corresponding incident photon’s tagger timing for
the proton (a), positive pion (b), and the negative pion (c).
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in 100 MeV/c bins. These are simply Gaussian distribution on a first degree polyno-
mial. From these fits a ±3σ cut is applied in each bin. The effects of these cuts are
shown in figure 6.15
6.1.8 Energy Loss Correction
After the coincident correlation is fully implemented the energy of the particles lost in
the target and the surrounding material needed to be corrected. This was done using
the ELOSS (Energy Loss) package developed for the CLAS detector [116].
The ELOSS package takes the 4-vector of a detected or reconstructed particle and
passes it through algorithms in order to find each path length of the particle in the
separate detector regions. Then it uses these path lengths and the characteristics of
the material from a given region and determines the momentum of the particles at the
reaction vertex. This process can be used for any charged particle heavier than an
electron.
The energy loss calculated for the detected particles can be seen in figure 6.16.
Also, the energy loss is shown as a function of momentum in figure 6.17. It is clear
that this is a greater problem for more massive particles with low momentum.
6.1.9 Reaction Channel Angle Cut
In this section a simple cut is applied to the angle between the proton and reconstructed
particle from which the pions decayed. The angle should be ≈ 180◦ and so a stringent
cut is applied at 177.0◦. This is shown in figure 6.18.
6.1.10 Missing Mass
The missing mass of the two particles, e.g. for a detected proton and a positive pion, is
reconstructed. If this reconstructed particle has a mass which falls within ±3σ of that
of a pion, it is attributed to the missing pion, in this example the negative one. Due
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 6.15: The momentum of the final state particles as a function of the difference
between their timing vertex and the corresponding incident photon’s tagger timing
with the cuts applied as described above for the proton (a), positive pion (b), and the
negative pion (c). 87
(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 6.16: The energy loss calculated using the ELOSS package for the proton (a),
positive pion (b), and the negative pion (c).
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 6.17: The energy loss calculated using the ELOSS package as a function of
momentum for the proton (a), positive pion (b), and the negative pion (c).
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Figure 6.18: The angle between the proton and the reconstructed particle from which
the pions decayed. The green line shows the cut at 177.0◦ and the magenta highlighted
area shows the acceptance regions.
to charge conservation, if we presume that there is no other particle missing, then the
missing pion must be of the opposite charge of the detected one. The missing mass
plots of the three different topologies used are shown in figure 6.19, figure 6.20, and
figure 6.21 with the accepted regions for each highlighted in magenta.
At this stage a similar process was applied to the reconstructed missing particles
as in section 6.1.2 in order to apply more restrictive limits on the missing particles
than just on their mass. The ∆β versus momentum plots are shown in figure 6.23 for
before the cuts and in figure 6.24 for after the cuts. Similarly, figure 6.22 shows the
beta versus momentum distributions before the cuts and figure 6.25 shows the effect of
the cuts.
From this stage these reconstructed particles are considered to be the respective
missing particle for its topology and the analysis of the spin observables is carried out
using all four topologies.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6.19: The missing mass squared of the exclusive topology. a) shows the missing
mass squared before the cut on the angle between the two pions and the proton in the
reaction plane and b) shows it afterwards with the regions of acceptance shown in
magenta with green line showing the edge of the accepted region. The events which
have a missing mass in the region shown in cyan were dismissed. The blue line shows
the position where the mass peak of an undetected neutral pion would lie.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6.20: The missing mass squared distributions for the case of the undetected
pion: first the positive pion in a) and then the negative pion in b). The red line high-
lights the theoretical position of the charged pions mass squared, the green lines the
upper and lower limits of the cuts which are the same used for the detected particles
and stated in table 6.1, the magenta highlighted area is the area of acceptance and the
cyan highlighted area is the area of dismissal.
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Figure 6.21: The missing mass squared distributions for the case of the undetected
proton. The red line highlights the theoretical position of the proton mass squared,
the green lines the upper and lower limits of the cuts which are the same used for the
detected particles and stated in table 6.1, the magenta highlighted area is the area of
acceptance and the cyan highlighted area is the area of dismissal.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 6.22: The measured beta of the reconstructed particles as a function of the
momentum for a) the missing proton, b) the missing positive pion, and c) the missing
negative pion. Distinct tracks can be seen corresponding to the pions and the proton
(the lower beta track in the positive particle plot).
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 6.23: The difference between the measured beta of the reconstructed particles
and the calculated value for the corresponding expected particle type as a function of
the momentum for a) the proton b) positive pion and c) the negative pion.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 6.24: The difference between the measured beta of the reconstructed particles
and the calculated value for the corresponding expected particle type as a function
of the momentum with the cuts applied for a) the proton b) positive pion and c) the
negative pion. 96
(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 6.25: The measured beta of the reconstructed particles as a function of the
momentum after the ∆β cuts for a) the proton, b) the positive pion, and c) the negative
pion. The majority of the background has been removed in comparison to 6.22.
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6.2 Channel Selection
Having selected events with the correct final state for ρ0 photoproduction the next
stage is to separate the signal of the ρ0 meson from other processes. As can be seen
in figure 6.26, in different kinematic regions the invariant mass of the two pions has a
different distribution; in figure 6.26a the ρ0 is seen on its own lying atop a background,
in figure 6.26b another structure accompanies the ρ0 signal, the f 0 meson.
(a) The invariant mass of the two pi-
ons in the forward angle region and
low W. Here the ρ0 signal is most
prominent.
(b) The invariant mass of the two pi-
ons in the backward angle region and
high W. Here the f0 signal can been
seen in addition to the ρ0 signal.
Figure 6.26: Invariant mass of the two pions in different kinematic regions.
Multiple channels contribute to the final detected state of ppi+pi−. The ∆++ and
the ∆0 have a strong presence, especially at lower energies. This can be seen in figure
6.27. Other known hadronic resonances become more apparent at higher energies
such as N(1520) and N(1685) [117][118][50]. These contributions can be seen in
figure 6.28. In addition to the complexity of studying a channel with many entangled
processes, the ρ0 meson has a large width which covers the background contributions.
The standard technique used to separate photoproduced meson signals and back-
ground processes when analysing polarization observables is to apply a phenomeno-
logical fit to the invariant mass spectra of the decay products of the meson of interest.
An example of this is shown in figure 6.29 for a similar analysis of photoproduced
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(a) The invariant mass of the proton and the
pi+ across the whole kinematic range of the
whole data set. The shaded area shows the area
that is associated with ∆++. Its peak clearly
sits upon large background which includes ρ0
events.
(b) The invariant mass of the proton and the
pi− across the whole kinematic range of the
whole data set. The shaded area shows the area
that is associated with ∆0. Its peak is not even
clear due to the large amount of background
which includes ρ0 events.
Figure 6.27: Invariant mass of the other two contribution channels for the whole data
set.
(a) The invariant mass of the proton and the pi+
across the whole kinematic range of the 2100
MeV data set. The shaded area shows the area
that is associated with ∆++.
(b) The invariant mass of the proton and the
pi− across the whole kinematic range of the
2100 MeV data set. The shaded area shows the
area that is associated with ∆0. Seen here are
the other hadronic resonances, N(1520) and
N(1685).
Figure 6.28: Invariant mass of the other two contribution channels for the 2100 MeV
data set only.
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(a) The signal background separation
for ω mesons using the g1c data set
from CLAS.
(b) The signal background separation
for ω mesons using the g8b data set
from CLAS, the same data set used in
this analysis.
Figure 6.29: An example of the standard fitting technique used to separate the mesonic
signal and the background for photoproduced ω mesons used in an analysis to measure
the cross section and SDMEs of photoproduced ω mesons at CLAS [119]. Here the
Q-factor fitting technique using likelihood functions was used instead of simple binned
fitting but this technique still requires a fairly simple background and signal separation
and a well defined likelihood function to describe the two contributions.
ω mesons. In the next stage, the polarization observable under study is analysed for
the areas left and right of the signal area. If the values for both background areas are
comparable, it is presumed that the background contribution in the signal area is the
same. Then a dilution factor can be calculated by taking the integrals of the background
and the signal contributions to the fit; equation 6.3 shows the relationship between a
measured beam asymmetry and the contributions from the signal and background.
ΣMNM = ΣSNS + ΣBCGNBCG (6.3)
where:
• ΣM is the extracted asymmetry from the procedure described in the following
section.
• NM is the total number of events in the distribution used to extract ΣM .
• ΣS is the actual value of interest.
• NS is the number of events associated with the signal which is taken as the
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integral of the signals contribution to the fit.
• ΣBCG is the contribution to the measured asymmetry from the background,
which is considered everything except the signal under investigation.
• NBCG is the number of events associated with the background which is taken as
the integral of the background contributions to the fit.
Ideally the contribution from the background is zero in the region of interest and
then:
ΣS = ΣM
NM
NS
(6.4)
For this analysis, however, it is not so simple. Calculating a dilution factor is not
possible for two reasons. The first is that the underlying resonant contributions have
non-zero and varying contributions (this is shown in figure 6.30) and they cannot be
disentangled using kinematic cuts. The second is that the standard beam asymmetry
extraction technique cannot be used here, this is discussed below in section 6.4, and
the technique used requires the data to be separated with regards to more kinematic
variables than usual. This results in a statistics problem when trying to find regions
which can reasonably be called background dominant.
As a result of this, the dilution factor technique is used to quantify the uncertainty
associated with the extracted beam asymmetry values rather than altering the actual ex-
tracted values. The ρ0 signal is a superimposition of many resonant channels all with
an unknown contribution to the beam asymmetry. These cannot be easily quantified.
What is needed are cross sections for each channel associated with two pion photopro-
duction and a means of separating the channels, e.g. a partial wave analysis. In the
absence of these two things, the situations where the background contribution, ΣBCG,
is either completely positive or completely negative (ΣBCG ± 1) are used to quantify
the upper and lower limits of the extracted beam asymmetry values for the ρ0 and the
f 0:
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Figure 6.30: Example of the asymmetry for the ∆++ as a function of the invariant
mass of the two pions the W region (1.90≤ W < 1.95 (GeV/c2)) and the cos θCM
region (0.601≥ cosθCM > 0.461) The region highlighted in blue is associated with
the ρ0 meson and green with the f 0 meson. Most important is the strong non-zero
contribution preceding the ρ0 meson signal.
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Σerr. = |ΣM − ΣMNM ±NBCG
NS
| (6.5)
6.2.1 ∆ Cuts and Kinematic Binning Selection
The Dalitz plots in figure 6.32 and in figure 6.33 show the signal of the ∆s in the
lower centre of mass energy (W) regions, especially in figure 6.32. The effects of
cutting on the regions associated with the two ∆ resonances, highlighted in magenta
in figure 6.27 and the cut shown on Dalitz plots for the entire data set in figure 6.31,
are shown in figure 6.34. The main effect is the removal of events in the region of the
ρ0 and in the backward region, where it is expected resonance sensitivity will be at its
highest. As it is resonances that we are interested in, it was not considered gainful to
cut these events despite simplifying the analysis by doing so.
(a) The Dalitz plot of the reconstructed invari-
ant mass of the proton and pi+ against the mass
of the two pions for the whole data set. The
line shown highlights where the cut would be
applied to remove events associated with the
∆++ resonance. A faint line centred at ∼1.23
GeV on the y-axis shows the contribution from
the ∆++. The signal at 1.2 GeV on the y-axis
and 0.78 GeV on the x-axis is the contribution
from the ω(782) which decays to pi+pi−pi0.
Some undetected neutral pions get through our
cuts due to the semi-inclusive channels.
(b) The Dalitz plot of the reconstructed in-
variant mass of the proton and pi− against
the mass of the two pions. The line shown
highlights where the cut would be applied to
remove events associated with the ∆0 reso-
nance, which does not have an appreciable sig-
nal here.
Figure 6.31: The coarse cut on the ∆ resonances.
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Figure 6.32: The Dalitz plots of the invariant mass of proton and the pi+ against that
of the two pions for different W regions. The lower W region plots have a clearer
contribution from the ∆++. The middle plot of the second row shows the start of the
kinematic region we have used for the remaining analysis. In these regions the ρ0 is
dominant. The f 0 signal is not appreciable until the data is separated into different
cos θCM bins.
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Figure 6.33: The Dalitz plots of the invariant mass of proton and the pi− against that
of the two pions for different W regions. The lower W region plots show the lack of
a clean ρ0 signal; this is due to the fact that the threshold energy for ρ0 production is
W∼1.7 GeV.
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(a) The invariant mass of the two pions with respect to
cos θCM without any cuts on the ∆s.
(b) The invariant mass of the two pions with respect to
cos θCM with just the cut on the ∆++. A clear loss of events
in the backward region can be seen.
(c) The invariant mass of the two pions with respect to
cos θCM with both the cut on the ∆++ and the ∆0. A fur-
ther loss of events in the backward region can be seen.
Figure 6.34: The effect of cutting the regions associated with the ∆ resonances.
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In order to deal with the ∆s to a certain degree, the remaining analysis was con-
stricted to W regions above 1.85 GeV. Figures 6.32 and 6.33 show that above this
energy the ρ0 signal is much cleaner. In fact the threshold energy for ρ0 photoproduc-
tion is 1.7 GeV so the lowest energy region would have been cut anyway. Also, the W
regions below 1.80 GeV have incident photons with energies below the nominal set-
ting for the lowest data set (1300 MeV). This includes the first two W regions shown in
figures 6.32 and 6.33. This is only a problem as the polarization values for the photon
beam diminish the further the energy of the incident photon is from the coherent edge
setting.
At this point the kinematic binning was decided by integrating the whole data set
in terms of cos θCM and dividing it into ten separate bins with approximately the same
number of events. This is shown in figure 6.35. Then the same was done for the data
set with respect to the centre of mass energy. It is obvious that certain W regions
will have a different cos θCM distribution and without taking that into consideration
when choosing the regions will result in an imbalance between the number of events in
certain kinematic bins. However, for the sake of clarity when studying the final results
it was considered more desirable to maintain a consistent binning across cos θCM for
each W region as the extracted asymmetries were ultimately to be shown with respect
to cos θCM . Figure 6.36 shows the integration process for selecting the W binning
regions. The resulting kinematic regions are shown in table 6.3 and table 6.4, for
cos θCM and W respectively.
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Figure 6.35: The cos θCM distribution for the data set spanning centre of mass region
1.85 - 2.23 GeV. Each bin contains approximately one tenth of the entire number of
events and are separated by magenta lines.
Figure 6.36: The W distribution for the data set spanning the entire cos θCM distribu-
tion. Each bin contains approximately one sixth of the entire number of events and are
separated by magenta lines.
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cos θCM Lower Limit (GeV/c2) Upper Limit (GeV/c2)
Region 1 >0.874 ≤1.000
Region 2 >0.823 ≤0.874
Region 3 >0.768 ≤0.823
Region 4 >0.698 ≤0.768
Region 5 >0.601 ≤0.698
Region 6 >0.461 ≤0.601
Region 7 >0.263 ≤0.461
Region 8 >0.014 ≤0.263
Region 9 >-0.303 ≤0.014
Region 10 ≥-1.000 ≤-0.303
Table 6.3: cos θCM kinematic bins used in the analysis.
W Lower Limit (GeV/c2) Upper Limit (GeV/c2)
Region 1 ≥1.85 <1.90
Region 2 ≥1.90 <1.95
Region 3 ≥1.95 <2.00
Region 4 ≥2.00 <2.05
Region 5 ≥2.05 <2.13
Region 6 ≥2.13 ≤2.23
Table 6.4: W kinematic bins used in the analysis.
6.3 Fitting M(pi+pi−) Distributions
The fitting technique used to describe the mass distributions of the two pions in-
corporates a Monte Carlo simulation in order to describe the shape of these back-
ground processes projected onto the two pion invariant mass distributions. The fit-
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ting process is similar to that developed in an electroproduction experiment using
CLAS [120][121]. The shape of the background in the two pion invariant mass plots
is a combination of the contribution from the ∆s along with that of the non-resonant
contribution. This is combined with the skewed Breit-Wigner fits for the ρ0 and the
f 0(980). The fit used takes the form of:
dN
dMpi+pi−
= sBWρ0(Mpi+pi−) + sBWρ0(Mpi+pi−) +Mbcg(Mpi+pi−) (6.6)
where:
Mbcg(Mpi+pi−) = M∆++pi−(Mpi+pi−) +M∆0pi+(Mpi+pi−) +Mppi+pi−(Mpi+pi−) (6.7)
Standard p-wave Breit-Wigner shapes are used with a skewing factor. This is to
account for the interference between non-resonant contributions and the ρ0 mecha-
nism [122][123]. It has the following form:
sBWρ0(Mpi+pi−) = BWρ0(Mpi+pi−)(
Mρ0
Mpi+pi−
)nskew (6.8)
There are 9 parameters: the weight for the Breit-Wigner shapes of the ρ0 and of
the f 0; the mean mass of each meson; the width of each meson; the skewing factor
for each of the meson’s Breit-Wigner; and the weight of the background contributions
from the ∆s’ projection on to the two pion invariant mass plots and the phase space
contributions. It was found that leaving the parameters completely free resulted in
unsuccessful fits. The mass and width parameters were set with limits according to the
values stated in the PDG [50]. The skewing factors were set to be within 0 and 10 as
the value for the ρ0 is predicted to be ∼4 by Ross and Stodolsky [122]. This means
that only the weight factors were without limits. Examples of this fit applied to the
extremity of the data’s kinematical region are shown in figure 6.37 and in appendix A
for the entire set of kinematic bins.
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(a) The invariant mass of the two pi-
ons in the forward angle region and
low W with the fit applied as de-
scribed above. Here the ρ0 signal is
most prominent.
(b) The invariant mass of the two pi-
ons in the backward angle region and
high W with the fit applied as de-
scribed above. Here the f0 signal can
been seen in addition to the ρ0 signal.
Figure 6.37: Invariant mass of the two pions in different kinematic regions fitted with
the function shown in equation 6.6
(a) The region considered to be suf-
ficiently ρ0 dominant for the forward
angle and low W region is high-
lighted in green. No contribution
from the f0 is seen is this kinematic
region.
(b) The region considered to be suffi-
ciently ρ0 dominant for the backward
angle and high W region is high-
lighted in green and the region con-
sidered to be sufficiently f0 is high-
lighted in blue.
Figure 6.38: The region for different kinematic bins used for extracting the beam asym-
metry in the region of the ρ0 and f 0.
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6.4 Beam Asymmetry Extraction
The region of the two pion invariant mass which we used for analysing the beam
asymmetry of the ρ0 and the f 0 is shown in figure 6.38. The uncertainty associated
with the dilution of the background, as discussed above in section 6.2, is combined
with the statistical error of each kinematic bin, and ultimately it is combined with the
uncertainty associated with the fitting procedure used to extract the beam asymmetry
from the angular distributions. The following notation for the angles involved are:
• Φ is the azimuthal angle of the ρ0 meson in the centre-of-mass frame.
• φh is the azimuthal angle of the pi+ in the helicity frame.
• cos θh is the cosine of the polar angle of the pi+ in the helicity frame.
This section will discuss the procedure used to extract the beam asymmetries of the ρ0
meson, the f 0 meson, and the decay pions.
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6.4.1 Basic 1-D Technique
Figure 6.39: A diagram showing the different planes and angles involved in the photo-
production of ρ0 mesons is shown again in this section for ease of reference [58].
The standard technique used to extract the beam asymmetry for mesons photoproduced
using a linearly polarized beam is an extension of the function derived in section 2.5
where the angular distribution is integrated over the angles of the positive pion in the
helicity frame. Figure 6.39 is shown again in this section for ease of reference when
discussing the different angles involved. Equation 2.35 derived in section 2.5 has the
form:
N = 1± PγΣ cos(2Φ) (6.9)
where Φ is the azimuthal angle of the ρ0 meson in the production plane, Pγ is the
degree of polarization of the photon beam determined using the procedure described
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above in section 5.5, and N is the number of events as a function of Φ. This form
is for the case where only polarized photons are present in the experiment. In reality
there is still an unpolarized component to the angular distribution. In addition to this,
an acceptance correction must be taken into account, so the true form describing the
angular distribution is:
N = Acc(Φ)N0(1± PγΣ cos(2Φ)) (6.10)
where N0 is the unpolarized distribution and Acc(Φ) is the detector acceptance of
the Φ distribution. We can take an asymmetry of the two different plane settings used
in this experiment, parallel and perpendicular to the xz-plane of the laboratory frame:
NA =
N‖ −N⊥
N‖ +N⊥
(6.11)
By looking at an asymmetry of these two settings, the acceptance and unpolarized
contributions cancel out. This results in the following function to describe these asym-
metry angular distributions:
NA = −PγΣ cos(2Φ) (6.12)
However, this does not account for the differences in flux between the two plane set-
tings, nor does it account for the potential difference between the polarization values of
these settings, which could potentially be quite different as there were significant inter-
vals between taking data for the different plane settings. Also, the small variations in
the diamond which cause a small offset from the ideal case of the parallel and perpen-
dicular settings being exactly orthogonal needs to be included. These considerations
result in the following extended form of equation 6.12:
NA =
(N⊥
N‖
− 1)− (N⊥
N‖
P⊥ + P‖)Σ cos(2(Φ− Φ0))
(N⊥
N‖
+ 1)− (N⊥
N‖
P⊥ − P‖)Σ cos(2(Φ− Φ0))
(6.13)
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Figure 6.40: An example of the fit described in equation 6.13 applied to an angular
distribution asymmetry.
where N‖ and N⊥ are the flux of the different orientations, P‖ and P⊥ are the mean
polarization values of the different orientations, Φ0 is the offset to allow for any mis-
alignment between the diamond and detector reference frames. Although the fit func-
tion looks quite complicated, only two variables were actually free parameters; Σ and
Φ0. An example of this fit applied to an angular asymmetry for the ρ0 is shown in
figure 6.40.
6.5 The Need for a 2-D Fit
Due to the spin 1 nature of the ρ0 meson, the assumption that we can integrate
over the pion’s helicity angles is not true. The tensor polarization of the ρ0 meson
affects the angular distributions of the pions; as we detect the pions and reconstruct
our information of the rho from them this effect needs to be accounted for.
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The dependency of the ρ0 meson’s azimuthal angle on cos θh and φh were investi-
gated in order to see if we could integrate over either of them. Figure 6.41 shows Φ as
a function of cos θh in two different azimuthal regions of the pion in the helicity frame.
Figure 6.41a is integrated over a small φh region centred around zero and a consistent
2Φ distribution can be seen suggesting that we can integrate over cos θh . Figure 6.41b
is centred around 144 degrees and shows a consistent offset further suggesting that
there is no cos θh dependency for Φ, but there is one on φh.
(a) Φ as a function of cos θh for the re-
gion of φh between -36.0 and 36.0 degrees
cos θh is between 0.85 to 1.0. As can be
seen here Φ distribution does not change
with respect to cos θh.
(b) Φ as a function of cos θh for the region
of φh between 108 and 180 degrees and
cos θh is between 0.85 to 1.0. As can be
seen here Φ distribution changes with re-
spect to cos θh linearly.
Figure 6.41: Φ as a function of cos θh in different φh regions to show the lack of
sensitivity of Φ with respect to cos θh.
To further justify the integration over cos θh , figure 6.42 shows Φρ0 as a function of
φh in two different cos θh regions: the first centred around 0.5 and the second around
0.0. There is no difference between these distributions.
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(a) Φ as a function of φh for the region of
cos θh between 0.4 and 0.6 and cos θh is
between 0.85 to 1.0. There is clear offset
with respect to the φh.
(b) Φ as a function of φh for the region of
cos θh between -0.1 and 0.1 and cos θh is
between 0.85 to 1.0. There is the same
clear offset with respect to the φh.
Figure 6.42: Φ as a function of φh in different cos θh to show the lack of sensitivity
of Φ with respect to cos θh. The offset relationship between Φ and φh clearly does not
change in the different cos θh regions.
As we are interested in extracting the beam asymmetry in this analysis and not other
polarization observables, we decided to account for this tensor polarization sensitivity
by applying a two dimensional fit to the Φ versus φh asymmetry distributions using the
φh as an additional offset:
NA =
(N⊥
N‖
− 1)− (N⊥
N‖
P⊥ + P‖)Σ cos(2(Φ + φpi − Φ0))
(N⊥
N‖
+ 1)− (N⊥
N‖
P⊥ − P‖)Σ cos(2(Φ + φpi − Φ0))
(6.14)
This way we can account for the tensor polarization of the ρ0 and extract values for
the beam asymmetry, without having to develop a much more complex function which
would be needed to meaningfully extract any extra information. An example of this
fit applied to one of these two dimensional asymmetry distributions is shown in figure
6.43.
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Figure 6.43: An example of the fit described in equation 6.14 applied to a 2-D angular
distribution asymmetry of Φ against φh.
In addition to the complexity of the inter-angle dependencies, we opted to use semi-
inclusive channels as well as the exclusive channel as there is an acceptance issue due
to the forward angle dominance of the two pion photoproduction (because of the strong
diffractive contribution to ρ0 production). This is only a problem because there is a hole
in the detector in the very forward angle region for removing and inserting targets. This
results in a large hole in the φh distribution. This can be seen in figure 6.44 where the
first plot shows the exclusive channel only and the second shows the exclusive channel
along with the semi-inclusive channels where at least two of the final state particles are
detected.
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(a) Φ as a function of φh integrated over
the full range of cos θh using the exclusive
channel. An acceptance issue is seen in the
region from -30 to 30 of φh and cos θh is
between 0.71 to 0.84.
(b) Φ as a function of φh integrated
over the full range of cos θh using semi-
inclusive channels. The full distribution
across φh can be seen and cos θh is be-
tween 0.71 to 0.84.
Figure 6.44: Φ as a function of φh integrated over the full range of cos θh using semi-
inclusive channels and exclusive channel. The former covers the entirety of the phase
space but the latter has a noticeable acceptance issue due to the problems with the
CLAS detector discussed above.
6.5.1 f 0 and Pion Asymmetry Extraction
As the f 0 meson is a scalar meson candidate it does not have the same issue as
the ρ0 meson as it is a spin-0 particle. Therefore, the one dimensional asymmetry
extraction method described above was used for the f 0 meson. The analysis of the f 0
meson’s beam asymmetry was restricted to certain kinematic regions as no signal is
seen in the first W region nor in the first five cos θCM regions. An example of the fit
described above applied to one of the f 0 asymmetry distributions is shown in figure
6.45
Similarly, the beam asymmetries for the decay pions were extracting using the
one dimensional process. However, these asymmetries will be shown as a function
of the invariant mass of the combined pions. It is hoped that these asymmetries will
prove sensitive to the signal channels and potentially be used not only to investigate
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Figure 6.45: An example of the fit described in equation 6.13 applied to an one dimen-
sion angular distribution asymmetry of φf0 .
resonance contributions but also to help separate the different wave contributions in a
partial wave analysis of this channel. The binning regions of the invariant mass are
shown in table 6.5.
M(pi+pi−) Lower Limit (GeV/c2) Upper Limit (GeV/c2)
Region 1 ≥0.28 <0.36
Region 2 ≥0.36 <0.43
Region 3 ≥0.43 <0.51
Region 4 ≥0.51 <0.59
Region 5 ≥0.59 <0.67
Region 6 ≥0.67 <0.74
Region 7 ≥0.74 <0.82
Region 8 ≥0.82 <0.90
Region 9 ≥0.90 <0.97
Region 10 ≥0.97 <1.05
Region 11 ≥1.05 <1.13
Region 11 ≥1.13 ≤1.20
Table 6.5: cos θCM kinematic bins used in the analysis of the pions.
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Figure 6.46: An example of the fit described in equation 6.13 applied to an 1-D angular
distribution asymmetry of φpi− .
Figure 6.47: An example of the fit described in equation 6.13 applied to an 1-D angular
distribution asymmetry of φpi+ .
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6.6 Summary
In this section the separation of ρ0 and f 0 signals from background processes has been
discussed, as well as how these separations have been used as part of the uncertainty
treatment for our extracted beam asymmetries. Also, the methods used to separate the
data into kinematic bins has been shown. And finally, the different methods of extract-
ing beam asymmetries for ρ0 mesons, f 0 meson, and pions have been demonstrated.
The following chapter will present the results from these processes.
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Chapter 7
Results
The results of the processes discussed in the previous chapter are shown here using the
2-d fit described in section 6.5 to extract the beam asymmetry for the spin-1 ρ0 and the
1-D fit described in 6.5.1 for the spin-0 f 0, pi+, and pi−. These results will be compared
with the most recent cross sections measured for the ρ0 and f 0 in the energy regions
closest to those used in this analysis as discussed in chapter 3.
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Figure 7.1: Beam asymmetry extracted values for ρ0 as a function of cos θCM for
different W regions. The error bars include the statistical uncertainty, the uncertainty
associated with the signal background separation, and the error estimation from the
fitting procedure.
The results from the 2-D procedure are shown in figure 7.1 for the ρ0 meson. A
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strong diffractive dominance can be seen in the forward angle region where Σ ≈ 1,
whereas processes other than the t-channel production mechanism are more dominant
in the backward angle. There is no clear structure in any of the W ranges and so the
only way to test for specific resonance sensitivity is to compare with model predictions.
However, the structure of the trend in the backward region does change relative to the
W region which might suggest that the different resonances involved affect the beam
asymmetry differently. This energy dependence will be useful for aiding theoretical
predictions.
Figure 7.2 shows the cross sections from an analysis with similar photon energy
ranges. The beam asymmetries measured here follow a similar trend as the cross sec-
tions, but with more structure in the background region of the asymmetry trends at
higher energies than for the equivalent cross sections.
The results for the process of extracting the separate beam asymmetry for the f 0
region at backward angles is shown in figure 7.3 using the 1-D fit procedure discussed
above. The trends of these plots differ significantly from those of the ρ0 in figure
7.1. The f 0 plots have a much more stable distributions with respect to cos θCM and
also to W . The difference between the f 0 and the ρ0 beam asymmetries could prove
significant and will undoubtedly be useful information when analysing the effects of
intermediate resonances on the predicted values for these measurements. Cross section
results for the f 0 are shown in 7.4 but for an energy setting above this experiment.
This helps to emphasise that the results measured for the f 0 here do indeed deviate
from purely diffractive values as the beam asymmetries do not follow the near-linear
relationship seen in 7.4.
In addition to these results we have opted to display the separate pion asymmetries
as a function of the Mpi+pi− for different cos θCM regions in order to investigate the
differences between the region of the ρ0 and the region of the f 0 and the other non-
resonant background regions.
These high statistic results for the single pions are shown for all the W ranges
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Figure 7.2: Cross sections measurements for ρ0 at CLAS as function of−t for different
W regions spanning 1.87-2.12 GeV [82]. The dotted and dashed lines show model
predictions from Zhao using the quark model; the dashed lines show the predictions
for only diffractive processes and the dotted lines show the predictions for the s- and
u-channel processes [83].
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Figure 7.3: Beam asymmetry extracted values for f 0as a function of cos θCM for dif-
ferent W regions. The error bars include the statistical uncertainty, the uncertainty
associated with the signal background separation, and the error estimation from the
fitting procedure.
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Figure 7.4: Cross sections measured for f 0 a function of −t for the photon energy
range Eγ=3.0-3.8 GeV [48]. The empty points correspond to the s-wave contributions,
the f 0 meson, and the filled points to the p-wave contributions, the ρ0 meson, to the
cross section. The line shown is from model predictions for s-wave cross sections [84].
spanning the data set and in separate cos θCM bins first for the pi+ in figures 7.5 to 7.10
and then for the pi− in figures 7.11 to 7.15. It is clear in the backward angles that the
f 0 meson and the ρ0 meson are sensitive to the beam asymmetry in different ways and
suggests that a better separation of the processes using a partial wave analysis would be
useful in distinguishing different intermediate resonant behaviour for these two meson
resonances, similar to the study done at INFN, Genova with the CLAS collaboration
for the two pion extraction of SDMEs available without a polarized beam and the
cross section at energies further from the threshold energy used in this analysis (3.-
3.8GeV) [49]. A great deal of structure is seen in figures 7.5 to 7.15, both with respect
to the cos θCM regions and the different W regions. The trends for both the positive
and negative pions are often similar but there are some remarkable differences. For
example, a major difference can be seen in figure 7.10 and figure 7.16, showing Σ
in the W region 2.13 to 2.23 GeV/c2 for the positive and negative pion, respectively.
In the forward region, the first three plots, the pion asymmetries have a similar trend
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Figure 7.5: Beam asymmetry extracted values for the pi+ as a function of M(pi+pi−)
for W region 1 for different cos θCM bins. The error bars include the statistical uncer-
tainty, the uncertainty associated with the signal background separation, and the error
estimation from the fitting procedure.
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Figure 7.6: Beam asymmetry extracted values for the pi+ as a function of M(pi+pi−)
for W region 2 for different cos θCM bins. The error bars include the statistical uncer-
tainty, the uncertainty associated with the signal background separation, and the error
estimation from the fitting procedure.
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Figure 7.7: Beam asymmetry extracted values for the pi+ as a function of M(pi+pi−)
for W region 3 for different cos θCM bins. The error bars include the statistical uncer-
tainty, the uncertainty associated with the signal background separation, and the error
estimation from the fitting procedure.
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Figure 7.8: Beam asymmetry extracted values for the pi+ as a function of M(pi+pi−)
for W region 4 for different cos θCM bins. The error bars include the statistical uncer-
tainty, the uncertainty associated with the signal background separation, and the error
estimation from the fitting procedure.
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Figure 7.9: Beam asymmetry extracted values for the pi+ as a function of M(pi+pi−)
for W region 5 for different cos θCM bins. The error bars include the statistical uncer-
tainty, the uncertainty associated with the signal background separation, and the error
estimation from the fitting procedure.
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Figure 7.10: Beam asymmetry extracted values for the pi+ as a function of M(pi+pi−)
for W region 6 for different cos θCM bins. The error bars include the statistical uncer-
tainty, the uncertainty associated with the signal background separation, and the error
estimation from the fitting procedure.
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Figure 7.11: Beam asymmetry extracted values for the pi− as a function of M(pi+pi−)
for W region 1 for different cos θCM bins. The error bars include the statistical uncer-
tainty, the uncertainty associated with the signal background separation, and the error
estimation from the fitting procedure.
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Figure 7.12: Beam asymmetry extracted values for the pi− as a function of M(pi+pi−)
for W region 2 for different cos θCM bins. The error bars include the statistical uncer-
tainty, the uncertainty associated with the signal background separation, and the error
estimation from the fitting procedure.
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Figure 7.13: Beam asymmetry extracted values for the pi− as a function of M(pi+pi−)
for W region 3 for different cos θCM bins. The error bars include the statistical uncer-
tainty, the uncertainty associated with the signal background separation, and the error
estimation from the fitting procedure.
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Figure 7.14: Beam asymmetry extracted values for the pi− as a function of M(pi+pi−)
for W region 4 for different cos θCM bins. The error bars include the statistical uncer-
tainty, the uncertainty associated with the signal background separation, and the error
estimation from the fitting procedure.
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Figure 7.15: Beam asymmetry extracted values for the pi− as a function of M(pi+pi−)
for W region 5 for different cos θCM bins. The error bars include the statistical uncer-
tainty, the uncertainty associated with the signal background separation, and the error
estimation from the fitting procedure.
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Figure 7.16: Beam asymmetry extracted values for the pi− as a function of M(pi+pi−)
for W region 6 for different cos θCM bins. The error bars include the statistical uncer-
tainty, the uncertainty associated with the signal background separation, and the error
estimation from the fitting procedure.
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with a slight difference in terms of magnitude. In the backward region, especially
the cos θCM region 0.601 to 0.601, there is a positive signal seen in the plot for the
positive pion at about 0.6 GeV/c2 but in the same plot for the negative pion a negative
signal is seen with a similar magnitude. On both of these plots after 0.8 GeV/cc2 they
follow the same trend again. Differences like these suggest that the decay products
of photoproduced mesons can be affected by intermediate states and can be affected
differently. These different effects are then seen in the polarization observables we
measure in our experiments. This could prove to be especially useful for reaction
channels which are difficult to analyse, such as the ρ0 meson.
7.1 Summary
In this chapter the results obtained from this analysis have been shown and discussed.
The discussion was aided by the previously measured cross sections for the ρ0 meson
and the f 0 meson. The comparison to these cross sections emphasised the sensitivity
seen in the beam asymmetry distributions to resonant processes as they deviate from
a purely diffractive picture. Also, strong structures were observed in the asymmetry
measurements for the pions. These were mainly due to the different contributions from
the ρ0 meson and the f 0 meson, but differences were observed in the trends of the
distribution relative to the different cos θCM regions and the W regions. In addition to
this, differences were observed and discussed between the distributions of the different
pions. How these results fit into the wider context and what they might mean for hadron
spectroscopy is discussed in the following chapter.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion and Discussion
Beam asymmetry measurements for the ρ0 meson, the f 0 meson, and the detected
pions for the reaction channel γp → ppi+pi− have been measured as part of the N∗
Program at JLab. The extracted values for the ρ0 are some of the first polarization
observables measured for vector meson. The g8b experiment was the first experiment
to use linearly polarized photons. Due to the 4pi coverage of the CLAS detector, many
multi-particle final states can be detected and so analyses using the g8b data have been
completed for other channels, such asNpi, Npipi, Nη, KΛ and so on. This has resulted
in many first measurements for polarization observables and where measurements al-
ready existed, the larger statistics for the g8b experiment has increased the precision
of these results.
The measurement of the beam asymmetries for the ρ0 are the first results in the
resonant region. While they show the characteristic diffractive nature of the ρ0 in
the forward angle region, they also present interesting characteristics in the backward
angle region where resonant mechanisms are seen to contribute by the strong deviation
from Σ ∼ 1. It will be useful if model predictions can be made in the future so that
the results presented here can be compared with different models with varying degrees
of resonant contributions. The best case scenario would be explicit sensitivity to the
inclusion and exclusion of certain resonances in these models, but even if this is not
the case, these results can help develop the models by applying phenomenological
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restrictions. Also of interest is the need for a 2-D fit of the angular distribution of the
decay pion when extracting the beam asymmetries for the ρ0 meson. This not only
highlights the difficulties with analysing vector mesons, but more importantly it shows
that this data set is sensitive to other polarization observables and SDMEs.
The f 0 measurements are the first beam asymmetry results for this meson in any
energy region. These results form part of a very small group of measurements of
any observables for the f 0. The f 0 is a scalar meson candidate which are some of
the most likely particles to have exotic structures, where the simple antiquark-quark
pairs model of mesons is replaced with two pairs or more. The distributions have
meaningful structures to them which does not vary greatly with respect to the different
W regions; this is in contrast with the changing structures, with respect to W , seen in
the ρ0 distributions. As discussed above for the ρ0, model predictions are needed to
truly appreciate how meaningful these results are in terms of being able to establish or
dismiss the existence of resonances.
And finally, the beam asymmetries extracted for the pions show intricate structures
with sensitivity to the ρ0 and the f 0. They also show that the positive and negative
pions’ beam asymmetries are sometimes affected differently in certain kinematic re-
gions, usually in the backward region. This suggests that the decay products of pho-
toproduced mesons are useful tools for measuring the effects of other intermediate
states. However, the aim is to use these high-statistics results to aid future partial wave
analyses of this reaction channel and use the fact that the asymmetries of the pions are
clearly sensitive to the intermediate meson it decays via, either the ρ0 or the f 0. As
these analyses move forward in a more coherent, community-driven manner, results
like these can be more easily implemented and used in a wider range of studies. An
example of one of these developments is AmpTools, a partial wave analysis software
framework [124]. AmpTools will allow individuals to undertake partial wave analysis
with well-developed community software, rather than having to develop and imple-
ment their own. Results like the beam asymmetries for the pions extracted in this
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analysis will be vital to make software like this as accurate and useful as possible.
Independent of model comparisons and partial wave analysis developments, this
specific analysis can be developed further to extract other polarization observables
and explicit measurements for the individual SDMEs. As discussed above in section
6.5, the sensitivity of the data to other observables has been shown by the need to
extract the beam asymmetries of the ρ0 not only as a function of ρ0 meson’s azimuthal
angle but also that of one of the decay pions in the helicity frame. So one of the
most interesting discoveries of this analysis is the inter-dependency of polarization
observables for vector mesons. The current state of the data means that with not much
more work many more observables can be extracted. These include double and single
polarization observables and the corresponding SDMEs of the ρ0. In order to do this,
a full acceptance correction study needs to be undertaken. Work on this has already
begun and when complete it will result in further first measurements for this reaction
channel.
8.1 Summary
High-statistics, precision measurements of the beam asymmetries for the reaction chan-
nel γp→ ppi+pi− have been measured with a focus on the intermediate mesonic states
ρ0 and f 0. This analysis is a positive step towards understanding the nature of the
strong force inside hadrons and towards mapping their excitation spectra. The analysis
has given an insight into the transition mechanisms involved in this reaction channel,
but the development of model predictions and a partial wave analysis are required to
attain a detailed understanding of these mechanisms and the strength of their relative
contributions. Many large-scale collaborative efforts are being made on both fronts and
hopefully it will not be long before measurements presented here, and many others like
them, will be used in a decisive manner to help characterise the spectra of nucleons and
establish which resonances exist, and which do not.
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Appendix A
Invariant Mass Plots and Fits
Plots similar to figure 6.37 shown for the all the invariant mass plots divided into
kinematic regions as described in section 6.2.1.
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Figure A.1: The fit described in section 6.3 for each kinematic region for the for-
ward polar angle region. Green represents the region of ρ0, blue the f 0, magenta the
background processes.
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Figure A.2: The fit described in section 6.3 for each kinematic region for the back-
ward polar angle region. Green represents the region of ρ0, blue the f 0, magenta the
background processes.
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Figure A.3: The fit described in section 6.3 for each kinematic region for the for-
ward polar angle region. Green represents the region of ρ0, blue the f 0, magenta the
background processes. Same as above in figure A.1 but scaled for clarity.
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Figure A.4: The fit described in section 6.3 for each kinematic region for the back-
ward polar angle region. Green represents the region of ρ0, blue the f 0, magenta the
background processes. Same as above in figure A.2 but scaled for clarity.
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Appendix B
Asymmetry Fits
The asymmetry distribution fits used to extract the beam asymmetry values shown in
chapter 7 are shown here. First the two dimensional fits for the ρ0 are shown in figure
B.1 and then the one dimensional fits for the f 0 are shown in figure B.2. Figures B.4
to B.7 show the fits for the pi− in one W region and similarly for the pi+ in figures B.8
to B.11.
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Figure B.1: The fit described in section 6.4 for each kinematic region for the forward
polar angle region for extracting Σρ0 . 151
Figure B.2: The fit described in section 6.4 for each kinematic region for the backward
polar angle region for extracting Σρ0 . 152
Figure B.3: The fit described in section 6.5.1 for each kinematic region for extracting
Σf0 . 153
Figure B.4: The fit described in section 6.5.1 for each kinematic region for extracting
Σpi− for the second W region as defined in 6.2.1 for the first half of the invariant mass
distribution of the two pions in the forward angle region.
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Figure B.5: The fit described in section 6.5.1 for each kinematic region for extracting
Σpi− for the second W region as defined in 6.2.1 for the first half of the invariant mass
distribution of the two pions in the backward angle region.
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Figure B.6: The fit described in section 6.5.1 for each kinematic region for extracting
Σpi− for the second W region as defined in 6.2.1 for the second half of the invariant
mass distribution of the two pions in the forward angle region.
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Figure B.7: The fit described in section 6.5.1 for each kinematic region for extracting
Σpi− for the second W region as defined in 6.2.1 for the second half of the invariant
mass distribution of the two pions in the backward angle region.
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Figure B.8: The fit described in section 6.5.1 for each kinematic region for extracting
Σpi+ for the second W region as defined in 6.2.1 for the first half of the invariant mass
distribution of the two pions in the forward angle region.
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Figure B.9: The fit described in section 6.5.1 for each kinematic region for extracting
Σpi+ for the second W region as defined in 6.2.1 for the first half of the invariant mass
distribution of the two pions in the backward angle region.
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Figure B.10: The fit described in section 6.5.1 for each kinematic region for extracting
Σpi+ for the second W region as defined in 6.2.1 for the second half of the invariant
mass distribution of the two pions in the forward angle region.
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Figure B.11: The fit described in section 6.5.1 for each kinematic region for extracting
Σpi+ for the second W region as defined in 6.2.1 for the second half of the invariant
mass distribution of the two pions in the backward angle region.
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